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"Lifting

a rock only to drop

it

on one's own feet" is a Chinese

folk saying to describe the behaviour of certain foois. The reactionaries in all countries are fools of this kind.

***

All reactionary forces on the verge of extinction invariably
conduct desperate struggles. They are bound to resort to

adventure and politieal deception
save themselves from extinetion.

i
I
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milihry

in all their forms in order

to
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On March 29, 1969, the Soviet Government issued a
statement on tJre Sino-Soviet boundary question. On
April 1, 1969, Vice-Chairrnan Lin Plao of the Central
Committee of the Communisi Party of China pointed
out in his report to the Ninth National Congress of the
Communist Party of China: In its stateitrent, the Soviet
Govemrnent rvas "still clinging to its obstinate aggressor
stand, while expressing rvillingness to resurne 'consultations'. Our Governraent is considering its reply to this."

The Communist Party of China and the Chinese
Government have always held that boundary questions

l.

Soviet boundary question io its present state rs c'hclly
the re-lponsibili'uy of the Soriet dde. The Chhese
Governsreot hereby states the truth about the Sin>
Soviet boundary question and its consistent position as

follows:

ls ehina's Ternitory and the
Chenpao lsland lncident Was Deliberately
Frovoked by the Soviet Governrnent
Chempao lsland

Chenpao Island has always been China's territory.
Before 1860, the Wusuli River where Chenpao Island is
situated was still an inland river of China. It was only
after the Opium War in the 19th century when the
eapitalist tr)owers, one after another, irnposed unequal
treaties on China that the Wusutri River was stipulated
as forrr,'dng pa.rt of the boundary between China and
Russia in the "Sino-Russian Treaty of Peking" of 1860.
According to established principles of international law,
in the case of navigable boundary rivers, the central line
of the rnain channel shall form the boundary line and
deterrrine the ownership of islands. Sittrated on the
Chinese side of the central trine of the rnain channei of

the Wusuli River, Chenpao Island indisp,r.rtably belongs
to China and has always beeu under China's iurisdiction.
The S+viet Governrnent invoked the map attaehed

to the "Sino-Russian Treaty of, Peking", asserting that
in the area of Chenpao Island the dernarcation line
shown on this map "passes clirectly along the Chinese
bank of the Ussuri River" and vainly attempting to
prove thereby that Chenpao Island be,longs, to the Soviet

can in no way help it
out of its present predieament.
The map attaehed to the '(Sino-Russian Treaty of
Peking" was drarvn unilaterally by tsarist Russia before

union. But this attached map
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should be settled by negotiations through diplomatic
channels and that, pending a settlement, the status quo
of the boui-rdary should be maintained and conflicts
averted.. This was our stand in the past and remains
our stand at present. The development of the Sino-

the boundary was surveyed in f861. And in 1861, China
and Russia surveyed and marked only the land boundar.v south of the Hsingkai Lake but not the river boundary on the Wusuli and Heilung Rivers, and a red line
q,as drarvn on the attached map on a scale smaller than
1:1,000,000 only to indicate that the two rivers form
the boundary between the two countries. The red line
on this attached map does not, and cannot possibly,
show the precise location of the boundary line in the
rivers, still less is it intended to determine the ownership of islands. Iifenee, it can in no way prove that
Chenpao Island belongs to the Soviet Union.

In fact, after the conclusion of the "Sino-Russian
Treaty of Peking", the trvo sides always took the centrel
line of the main channel for determining the ownership
of island"s and exercised jurisdiction accordingly. This
was also repeatedly borne out by letters from the froutier officials of tsarist Russia to tlre Chinese side. For
instance, in his letter of May 8, 1908 to a Chinese official,
the frontier eomrnissar of the .A.rnur Region of tsarist
Bussia Kuzmin rnade it clear: 'Tf countries are divided
by a river, then the line running along the middle of the
river should be taken as the boundary line between
thertt. On navigabie rivers, this line should be drarvn
along the channel.f' Again, in his letter of Septernber
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of the same year to the Chinese official, Kuzmin stated:
"Islands in the rivers are divided by the river channel.'.'
During the Sino-Soviet boundary negotiations in
1964, the Soviet representative also had to admit that
the red line on the map attached to the "Sino-Russian
Treaty of Peking" cannot show the precise alignment
of the boundary line in the rivers, nor can it possibly
determine the ownership of islands; he could not but
agree that the central line of the main channel should be
taken for determining the boundary line on the rivers
and the ownership of islands.
It should also be pointed out that Chenpao Island
was originally not an island, but a part of the bank on
the Chinese side of the Wusuli River, which later became an island as a result of erosion by the river water.
To this day, Chenpao Island still connects with the
Chinese bank at low water, and the river-arm to the
west of the Island has never become a waterway.
The Chenpao Is1and incident was deliberately provoked by the Soviet side. In recent years, Soviet troops
have repeatedly been sent in helicopters, armoured cars
and vehicles to intrude into China's territory Chenpao
Island for provocations. During the first two months of
this year alone. they intruded into the Island as many as
eight times. They kidnapped Chinese inhabitants, assaulted and rrounded Chinese frontier guards and seized

ll.

The Treaties Relating
Boundary Are

arms and ammunition. With regard to the provocations
by the Soviet side, the Chinese side all along exercised
the utmost forbearance, persisting in reasoning things

out on the basis of the facts and demanding that the
Soviet side stop its intrusions and provocations. However, thinking that China was weak and could be buliied,
the Soviet side became ever more unbridled. When they

intruded into China's Chenpao Island on February 16,
the Soviet troops flagrantly clamoured that they would
use force of arms should the Chinese frontier guards go
there for patrols again. Following that, the Soviet Far
Eastern frontier troops entered into No. 1 combat readiness. On March 2, large numbers of Soviet troops in
armoured cars and vehicles intruded'into China's territory the Chenpao Island area simultaneously from
Nizhne-Mikhailovka and Kulebyakinye, launched a
sudden attack on the Chinese frontier guards on normal
patrol duty and were the first to open fire with guns
and cannons, killing and wounding many Chinese frontier guards on the spot. Driven beyond the limits of
forbearance, the Chinese frontier guards were compelled
to fight back in self-defence. On March 15, Soviet troops
again intruded into Chenpao Island and shelled areas
deep within Chinese territory on the Chinese side of the
river, thus creating a new ineident of bloodshed. Such
is the truth about the Chenpao Island incident. No
arnount of lies will help the Soviet Government escape
the responsibility for its crimes.

to the Present Sino-Soviet

All Unequal Treaties lmposed on

China by Tsarist Russian Imperialism
Tsarist Russia, a European country, was originally
not contiguous to China. Tsarist Russia began to expand eastwards in the 16th century, and it was not until
the latter half of the 17th century that there arose the
question of a boundary with China. In 1689, China and
Russia concluded their first boundary treaty, the
"Treaty of Nipchu", which defined the eastern sector
of the Sino-Russian boundary. In L727, China and
Russia concluded the "Burinsky Treaty", which defined
the middle sector of the Sino-Russian boundary (the
larger part of this sector of the boundary has now become Mongolian-Soviet boundary). As for the western

frontier of China, it was then at the Balkhash Lake, a
great distance from the boundary of tsarist Russia.
After the Opium War of 1840, China was gradually
to a semi-colony, while Russia was gradually
becoming a military-feudal imperialist country. Beginning from the fifties of the 19th century, tsarist
Russia colluded with the Western imperialist countries
in pursuing the aggressive policy of carving up China.
Within the short space of half a century, it forced China
to sign a series of unequal treaties, by which it annexed
more than 1.5 miliion square kilometres of Chinese terreduced
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ritory, an area three times that of France or twelve
times that of Czechoslovakia.
While the allied Anglo-French imperialist forces
were attacking Tientsin and threatening Peking in their
aggression against China, tsarist Russian irnperialism
seized the opportunity to compel the authorities of the

Ching Dynasty by force of arms to sign the "SinoRussian Treaty of Aigun" on May 28, 1858, by which
it annexed more than 600,000 square kilometres of
Chinese territory north of the Heilung River and south
of the Outer Khingan Mountains and placed the Chinese
temitory east of the Wusuli River under the joint possession of China and Russia.
Taklng advantage of the military pressure brought
about by the occupation of Peking by the allied AngloFrench forces invading China, alleging that it had made
contributions in mediation and threatening that 'oit is
not difficult to renew the war", tsarist Russia forced
the Ching Dynasty Government to sign the "SinoRussian Treaty of Peking" on November 14, 1860, by
which it forcibly incorporated some 400,000 square
kilometres of Chinese territory east of the Wusu1i River
into Russia.
Peking Rersi,eu, No.
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By the "Sino-Russian Treaty of Peking" and by the
"Tahcheng Protocol on the Delimitation of Sino-Russian
Boundary" which tsarist Russia forced the Ching

Dynasty Government to sign on October 7, 1864, tsarist
Russia further annexed more than 440,000 square
kilometres of territory in the western part of China.

In 1871, tsarist Russia sent troops to forcibly occupy China's Ili area, who entrenched themselves there
for as long as ten years; on February 24, 1881, it forced
the Ching Dynasty Government to sign the ,,SinoRussian IIi Treaty". By the "Sino-Russian Ili Treaty"
and the subsequent protocols on boundary delimitation,
tsarist Russia further incorporated more than 70,000
square kilometres of Chinese territory into the territory
of tsarist Russia.

The great teachers of the s-crld prcletariat Marx,
Engels and Lenin h.ad long maCe brilliant concluslcirs
on the unequal nature of tbese treaties. Ccmmenting
on the "Sino-Russian Treat5r of Aigun'' in 1858. Marx
said that ". . . by his second opium-war he [Jchn Buli]
has helped her [Russia] to the invaluable tract lying
between the Gulf of Tartary and Lake Baikal, a region
so much coveted by Russia that from Czar Alexey
Michael<lwitch down to Nicolaus, she has always attempted to get it".l Engels also pcinted out in the same
year that Russia despoiled "China of a country as large
as France and Germany put together, and of a river as
Iarge as the Danube" and that "Not satisfietl with this,
she has obtained the establishment of a Busso-Chinese
Commission to fix the boundaries. Now, we all know
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what such a commission is in the hands of Russia. lve
have seen them at rvork on the Asiatic frontiers of
Turkey, where they kept slicing away piece after piece
from that country, for more than twenty years.,,z
Things turned out to be exactly as Engels had wisely
foreseen. After 1858, tsarist Russia was "slieing away
piece after piece" of Chinese territory with the signing
of each treaty and with every survey of the boundary.

Lenin also bitterly denounced tsarist Russia more than
once for its crimes of aggression against China. Lenin
pointed out that ". . . the European governments (the
Russian Government among the very first) have already
started to partition China. However, they have not
begun this partitioning openly, but stealthily, like
thieves" and that "The policy of the tsarist government
in China is a criminal policy."3
While glibly talking about being "true to Lenin's
behests" in its statement of March 29, the Soviet
Government in the very same statement directly opposed the brilliant conclusions made by Marx, Engels
and Lenin and thoroughly betrayed their teachings.
In order to suit the needs of its social-imperialist
policy, thc Soviet Government even described tsarist
Russian imperialist aggression against semi-colonial
China after the mid-19th century as "disputes" betrveen
"ChLinese emperors and tsars", in which there was no
question of rvho rvas the aggressor and rn ho the victim
of aggression. nor rvas there an1- question of rvhether
the treaties concluCed betrs-een them are equal cr nct.
Ttris is a gangster logic in defence of tsarist Rus-<ian irnperialist aggression.
In his time the great Lenin warmly supported China
and all other oppressed countries in opposing aggressicn
by tsarist Russian imperiiilism and all other imperialists.
He said that ". . . if tomorrow, Morocco were to declare
war on France, or India on Britain, or Persia' or China
on Eussia, and so on, these would be 'just', and 'defensive' wars, ircespectiue of who would be the first to attack; any socialist would wish the oppressed, dependent
and u:requal states victory over the oppressor, slaveholding and predatory 'Great' Po$'ers".{ Today *'hen
people review these teachings of Lenin's, thel'can only
come to one conclusion: Such energetic propagation oI
the imperialist gangster logic by the Soviet Governrnent
is not only "alien to the Leninist po1icy", but is BIso a
most shameless betrayal of Leninism.

I
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The Fact That There Exlsts a Boundary
Question Between China and the Soviet
Union Cannot Be Obliterated

There exists a boundary qurestion betlveen China
and the Soviet Union not only because tsarist Russia
annexed more than 1.5 million square kilcmetres of
Chinese territory by the unequal treaties it impcsed on
China, but also because it crossed in many places the
boundary line stipulated by the unequal treaties and
further occupied vast expanses of Chinese territory.
Even tracts of Chinese territory rvhich have always
been under the Chinese Government's jurisdiction have
been drawn as Soviet territory. For instance, in the
Pamir area, tsarist Russia occupied more than 20,000
square kilometres of Chinese territory in violation of
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the stipulations of the "Protocol on
Boundary

Sino-Russian

in the Kashgar Region" of 1884. Again for

instance, in the sector of the Wusuli and Heilung Rivers,

the Soviet Government, in violation of the

"Sino-

Russian Treaty of Aigun", the "Sino-Russian Treaty of
Peking" ar-rd the established principles of international
law, has gone so far as to draw the boundary line ahaost
entirely aiong the Chinese bank and in some places even
on China's inland rivers and islands, marking as Soviet
territory over 600 of the 700 and more Chinese islands

on the Chinese side of the central line of the main
channel, which cover an area of more than 1,000 square
kilometres.

b
t

With regard to the unequal treaties imposed on
China by tsarist Russia, the great Lenin alr.l'ays stood
for their annulment.
On September 27, 1920, the Government of Soviets
led by Lenin solemnly proclaimed: It ..declares null
and void all the treaties coneluded w,ith China by the
former Governments of Russia, renounces aII seizure
of Chinese territory and all Russian concessions in China
and restores to China, without any compensation and
for ever, all that had been predatorily seized from her
by the Tsar's Government and the Russian bourgeoisie,,.
Furthermore, the "Agreement on General principles
for the Settlement of the Questions Between China and
the Soviet lJnion" signed on May 3t,7gZ4 stipulates that
at the ccnference agreed upon by both sides, they are
to "annul all Conventions, Treaties, Agreements, protocols, Contracts, etcetera, conciuded between the Government of China and the Tsarist Govei:nment and to
replace them with new treaties, agreements, etcetera, on
the basis of equaliiy, reciprocity and justice, as well as
the spirit of the Declarations of the Soviet Government
of the years of 1919 and 1920', and ,,to re-demarcate
their national boundaries . . , and pending such reden:arcation, to maintain the present boundaries,,.
In pursuance of the 1924 Agreeaent, China arid the
Soviet Union held talks in 1926 to discuss the redemarcation of the boundary and the conciusion of a
new treaty. Owing to the historicai conditions at the
time, no agreement rvas reached by the two sides ou the
boundary question, no redemarcation oI,the boundarT
between the two countries lvas made and no new equal

treaty rvas concluded by the two countries, and thus
this proletarian policy of Lenin's failed to come true.
The above facts

fully show that the treaties relating

to the present Sino-Soviet boundary are all unequal
treaties, that they should all be annulled and that the
Sino-Soviet boundary guestion remains an outstanding
issue. In its statement, the Soviet Government did not
even say a single word about the fact that under the
above-mentioned Declarations and Agreernent, it is "all"
the treaties concluded with China that are to be annulled and it is "all" the seized Chinese terri.tory that
is to be rencuneed, but uttered the nonsense that the
1924 Agreement did not "consider" the boundary treaties "as being among the unequal treaties" and that
"there lvas no talk of their being annulled". This is
indeed a "juggling with history, adapting it to its territorial claims".

Chairman I/Iao spoke highly of the declaration of
the annulment of the unequal treaties between China
and Russia made by the Government of Soviets led by
Lenin. However, from Chairman Mao's words no conclusion whatsoever can be dra',vn that there does not
exist a boundary question between China and the Scviet
Union. The same is true of Dr, Sun Yat-sen's remarks.
As for the "Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, Alliance
and Mutual Assistance" and the "Sino-Soviet Agree-

ment on Navigation on Boundary Rivers", they are in
no sense a treaty or agreement for the settlement of the
boundary question, still less can they prove that there
does not exist a boundary question between China and
the Soviet Union.

!v.

The Soviet Government Has Violated the Status
Quo of the Boundary and Provoked Border Confticts

It is understandable that the boundary question
existing between China and the Soviet Union was not
settled when China was under reactionary rule. The
founding of the Peopie's Republic of China created all
the necessary conditions for a reasonable settlement of
the Sino-Soyiet. boundary question. Owing to various
reasons, no start was made to settle the question at the
time, yet the Sino-Soviet border was all along tranquil.
Since 1960, the Soviet Government has gone farther
and farther down the road of betraying MarxismLeninism. It restores capitalism at home and pursues a
social-imperialist policy abroad, it allies with U.S. imperialism and opposes socialist China, aud it has incessantly violated the status quo of the boundary and
tried to occupy Chinese territory which has always been
under the Chinese Government,s jurisdiction, thus
aggravating the Sino-Soviet boundary question. The
So-,,iet Government directed Soviet frontier troops to
push their patrol routes into Chinese tenritory, build
military installations r,vithin Chinese territory, assault
and kidnap Chinese border inhabitants, sabotage their
production and carry out all sorts of provocative and
$

In 1962, the Soviet Government
incited and coerced more than 60,000 Chinese citizens
in the Ili and Taheheng areas of Sinkiang, China into
going to the Soviet Union, and it has up to now refused
to send them back.
Since 1964, the Soviet Government has sent large
reinforcements to the Sino-Soviet border, stepped up its
violation of the status quo of the boundary, caried out
armed provocations and created incidents of bloodshed.
From October 15, 1964 to March 15 this year, the Soviet side provoked as many as 4,189 border incidents,
two and a half times the number of those it provoked
from 1960 to 1964, with its tactics getting even more
vicious and its behaviour even more unbridled. Soviet
troops intruded into Chinese territory, indulging in
murder and arson, killing barehanded Chinese fishermen and peasants by beating and running armoured
cars over them or even throwing them alive into the
river. Lenin indignantly condemned the Russian
government for its atrocities of slaughtering peaceable
Chinese inhabitants in these words: ".
they flung
thernselves upon it [China] like savage beasts, burning
subversive activities.
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dorvn whole villages, shooting, bayonetting, and drow'n-

ing in the Amur Rivet unatmed inhabitants, their
wiv€s, and their children".5 What difference is there
betrveen the present-day atrocities committed by the
Soviet Government against Chinese inhabitants on the
Wusuh and Heilung Rivers and the atrocities by the
tsarist Russian government which were bitterly denounced by Lenin in those days!?
The Chenpao Island incident is the inevitable result
of the Soviet Government's viol,ation of the status quo

V. lt
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ls the Soviet Governrnent That Expands
Its Territory Everywhere

In its statement, the Soviet Gcvernment slanderously asserted that China "queries the present boundaries of the countries neighbouring on China" and that
"claims are being advanced on neighbouring temitories",
vainly attempting to shorv that the Cirinese Government pursues a policy of expansion. Such dumsy

tactics are indeed both ridiculous and pitiable! The
whole rvorld knows that since the founding of the People's Republic of -China, the Chinese Government bas
satisfactorily settled complicated boundary questions
left over by history and concluded boundary treaties
rn ith neighbouring countries such as Burma, Nepal,
Pakistan, the People's Repubiie of Mongolia and Afghanistan, with the exception of the Soviet Union and
India. China does not have a single soldier stationed
in any foreign country. China has no territorial claims
against any of her neighbouring countries, and has not
invaded or occupied a single inch of territory of any
foreign country.
Today, the Sor.iet Govemment is not only forcibly
occup;-ing the territories of other countries and refu-s
to return them, but has under ner*'conditions advanced
new theories for aggression-the theories of "Iimifgd
sovereignty", of "international dictatorship" and of the
"socialist community". It has already turned some
East European countries and the People's Republic of
Mongolia into its colonies and military bases. It flagrantiy sent several hundred thousand troops to occupy
Czechoslovakia and brutally suppress the Czechoslovak
people. It regards heroic Albania as a thorn in its
.

Yl,

flesh. It

menaces Rumania aird Yugoslavia.

It

has

dispatched its fleet to the Mediterranean Sea, trying
hard to control the Arab countries b-v taking advantage

of their difficulties. Its aggressive Cesigns are e\.en
more ambitious. and its clarr-s have stretched out even
farther', than those of tsarist Russia.
Harbouring ulterior motives, the Soviet Government, moreover', talked glibly about Soviet assistance
to China in its statement. It is true that under the
leadership of the great Lenin and Stalin, the Soviet
people rendered assistance to the Chinese people, rvhich
the Chinese people will ner.er forget. In turn, the
Chinese people led by their great Ieader Chairman Mao
also rendered assistance to the Soviet people, vrhich
the Soviet people will never forget either. Such mutual
support and assistance betn'een the Chinese and Soviet
peoples in revolutionary struggles n'iII serfsinly continue in the future. However, it must be pointed out
that in the past decade the Soviet Government has
compietely betrayed the internationalist foreign policy
of Lenin and Sta1in, done all evils against China and
committed towering crimes against the Chinese people.
It is not quahfied at all to talk about assistance rendered to the Chinese people at the time of Lenin and
Stalin. At preseni, the Soviet Government is everywhere perpetrating acts of aggression and plunder
against the people of other countries under the signboard of "assistance". Such practice of the Soviet
Government is exactly the same as that of U.S. impe.
r:ialism.

The Chinese Government Stands For Peaceful
Negotiatlons and !s Against Resort to
The Use of Force

The Chinese Government has consistently stood
and rvorked for the settlement of boundary questions
u'ith its neighbouring countries through negotiations
and for the maintenance of the status quo of the
IVIaa 30, 1969

Sino-Soviet boundary and pursuance of its
social-in:perialist policy over a long period of time.
fire sanguinary conflicts on Chenpao Island were deliberately engineered by the Soviet Government in
order to cover up its capitulation on the Berlin question and curry favour with U.S. imperialism, so that
it can further ally with U.S. imperialism against China.
By this action, the Soviet Government tells the United
States that China is the common enemy of the Uniteil
States and the Soviet Union.

of the

boundary pending a settlement. As early as August
22 and September 21, 1960, the Chinese Government
twice took the initiative in proposing to .the Soviet
Government that negotiations be held. Furthermore,

on August 23, 1963, the Chinese Government put foru.ard to the Soviet Government a six-point proposal for
maintaining the status quo of the boundary and averting conflicts Sino-Soviet boundary negotiations finally tcok place in Peking in 1964. During the negotiations, the Chinese side took the reasonable stand that
the treaties relating to the present Sino-soviet bounda11- should be taken as the basis for setiling the boundar1- question, and it made the maximum efforts and
shcrred the greatest sincerity for the settlement of
the Sino-Soviet boundary question. If the Soviet
Government had the slightest sincerity, it would not
have been difficult to settle the Sino-Soviet boundary
question. What Premier Chou En-Iai said in answering
the provocative question of an American correspondent
at a press conference held in Kathmandu on April 28,
1960 precisely expressed this idea of the Chinese
Government. However, the Soviet Government clung
to its big-power chauvinist and territorial expansionist
stand; it not only wanted to keep under its forcible
occupation the Chinese territory which tsarist Russia
had seized by means of the unequal treaties, but also
insisted that China recognize as belonging to the Soviet
Union all the Chinese teritory which it had occupied
or attempted to occupy in violation of the treaties, and
as a result the negotiations rvere disrupted. Hence,
u'hile China has now settled boundar5r questions u'ith
many of her neighbouring countries, oDty the boundary questions between China and the Soviet Union and
between China and India remain unsettled.

The above series of facts show that it is highly
doubtful as to how much sincerity the Soviet Government has, after all, for negotiations.

The development of the Sino-soviet boundary
question to its present state is not the responsibility
of the Chinese side. Nevertheless, the Chinese Government is still ready to seek an overall settlement of the
Sino-Soviet boundary question through peaceful negotiations and is against resort to the use of force.

While expressing willingness to resume ,,consultations" in its statement of March 29, the Soviet Government tried hard to deny the existence of a boundary
question between China and the Soviet Union, which
actually amounts to saying that there is nothing to

The Chinese Government holds that it must be
confirmed that the treaties relating to the present
Sino-Soviet boundary are all unequal treaties imposed
on China by tsarist Russian imperialism. But taking
into consideration the fact that it was tsarist Russian
imperialism which compelled China to sign these treaties when power was in the hands of neither the Chinese people nor the Russian people and the Soviet people bear no responsibility and that large numbers of
Soviet labouring people have lived on the land over
a long period of time, the Chinese Government, out
of the desire to safeguard the revolutionary friendship
between the Chinese and Soviet peoples, is still ready
to take these unequal treaties as the basis -for determining the entire alignment of the boundary line between the two countries and for settling ail existing
questions relating to the boundary. Any side which
occupies the territory of the other side in violation
of the treaties must, in principle, return it wholly and
unconditionally to the other side, and this brooks no
ambiguity. The Chinese Government maintains that
what should be done is to hold negotiations for .the
overall settlement of the Sino-Soviet boundaty question and the conclusion of a new equal treaty to replace
the old unequal ones, and not to hold "consultations"
for "clarification on individual sectors of the Soviet-

discuss

Chinese state border ]ine".

practical measures should be taken to normalize the
situation on the Soviet-Chinese border',, the Soviet
Government has continued to direct Soviet troops to
open fire with light and heavy machine-guns and
heavy artillery on China's Chenpao Island and areas
deep within Chinese territory, and to this day the
firing has not ceased; at the same time, it is carrying
out provocations in other sectors of the Sino-Soviet
boundary. Reading from a prepared text, the Soviet
frontier representative even brazenly threatened on
April 3: "The Soviet Union will not cease fire unless
the Chinese Government holds negotiations with the
Soviet Government, nor will it cease fire unless the
Chinese withdraw from Damansky Island" (N.8. China,s

to the present Sino-Soviet boundary are taken as the

at all.
While indicating in its statement that ,,urgent

Chenpao Island).

Furthermore, the Soviet Government has canvass-

ed among the imperiaiist countries headed by the
United States, begging for their support. Meanwhile,
setting in motion all its propaganda machines, it has
done its utmost to spread lies and slanders, tried to fan
up national chauvinist sentiments, made war clamours
and brandished nuclear weapons at China,
8

Of course, on the premise that the treaties relating
basis, necessary adjustments at individual places on the
boundary can be made in accordance with the prin-

ciples of consultation on an equal footing and of
mutual understanding and mutual accommodation. But
it is absolutely impermissible to take such a truculent
attitude: What the tsars occupied is yours, and what
you want to occupy is yours, too.

In crd-er to bring about a peaceful settlement of
the Sino-Soviet boundary question, the Soviet Government must stop all its provocations and armed threats
on the Sino-Soviet border. Nelther a small war, nor
a big war, nor a nuclear war can ever intimidate the
Chinese people. The Chinese Government once again
proposes: Each side ensures that it shall maintain the
status quo of the boundary and not push forward by
any means the line of actual control on the border,
and that in sectors where a river forms the boundary,
the frontier guards of its side shall not cross the central line of the main channel and of the main waterway; each side ensures that it shall avert conflicts and
that under no circumstances shall the frontier guards
Peking Reoieta, No.
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of its side fire at the other side; there should be no
interference in the normal productive activities carried
out by the border inhabitants of both sides according
to habitual practice.
The Chinese Government holds that negotiations
are intended for settling questions and not for deceiving the people. To make serious negotiations possible,
it is essential to adopt an honest attitude, and not a
hypocritical attitude. In its note of April 11 to the
Chinese Gcvernment, the Soviet Government suggested that "consultations" start right on April 15 in Moscol and, without r,,i,aiting for a reply from the Chinese
Government, it pubiished the note on the follorving
day. This attitude of the Soviet Government's is far
from being serious, to say the least. The Chinese
Government proposes that the date and place for the
Sino-Soviet boundary negotiations be discussed and
decided upon by both sides through diplomatic chan-

policy of nuclear blackmail and that it can realize its
terlitorial daims against China by means of war.
Armed v.-ith LIao Tsetung Thought and tempered
through tle Great Proletarian Cultura1 Revolution, the
700 rnillion Chinese people are not to be bul1ied. The
Chinese pecple's great leader Chairman Mao has
taught us: 'Tge will not attack unless rve are attacked;
if we are attacke{ we will certainly counter-attack."
t'As far as our orsa desire is concerned, we don't
want to fight even fot a single day. But if circumstanees force us to fight, we (?n fight to the finish."
This is the answer of the Chinese Government and
people to the Soviet Government's policies of rvar and
nuclear blackmail.
NOTES
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The Chinese Government hopes that the Soviet
Government will make a positive response to the above
proposals.
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Hsinhuo News Agency's Note on Releose of the
Soviet Government's Morch 29 Stotement
Note of the Hsinhua News Agency: On March 29,
the Soviet Government produced a statement on the
Sino-Soviet boundary question. In this statement,

flaunting the signboard of resuming "consultations," the
Soviet Government did its utmost to distort the truth
about the Chenpao Island incident and the Sino-Soviet
boundary question and r.vantonly slandered and attacked
China w,ith its habitual taciics of standing facts on
their head and of a thief crying "stop thief," attempting
to cover up its crimes of pursuing its social-imperialist
policy of aggression, encroaching upon Chinese t'erritory
and provoking armed conflicts. On April 11, the Soviet
Government further addressed a note to the Chinese
side, pressing the latter to arrive in Moscow within
four days for "consultations" with it on the Sino-Soviet
boundary question and, without waiting for a reply
from the Chinese Government, it made public the note
on April 12. On April 14, the Chinese Government
told the Soviet Government in explicit terms: "We
will give you a reply, please calm down a little and
do not get excited." However, unable to restrain itself,
the Soviet Government hastily jumped out and
clamoured that the Chinese Government had tried by
*In"S 30, 1969

every possible means to conceal from the Chinese people
the content of the statement of the Government of

the U.S.S.R.
Vy'e now publish in fulI the text of the statement
of the Soviet Gorrernment.* It is an excellent piece of
teaching material by negative example. From this
statement, people can see still more clearly the true
features of Soviet r,evisionist social-imperialism, and
they can also see to '"vhat depths the new tsars of today
have sunk in trving to realize their fond dream of
territorial expansion!
Here ."1,e would like to ask the Soviet Govetnment
to do the same and pulolish in full the text of the
statement of the Chinese Government in the Sorziet
press. P1ease do so if you do not have a guilt)r conscience and are not cowardly and if you do not u,ant
to "conceal" it from the Soviet people!

(Hsin"hua News Agencg dispatch, Mag 24)

*On May 25, newspapers throughout the country carried the full text of the March 29 statement of the Soviet
Government.

-P.R,

Ed.

ilatiom's firmyffie;r and Civiliams Enthusiastically
$a*ppart &*einese &overnment $tatement
Resoluiely support the Chinese Government's iust stond on c settlement of the SinoSoviet boundory question.
Heiglrten our vigilonce ond be united os o_ne in completely smoshing the Soviet revisidnist renego-de dique's cggressive ombitions.

of the Chinese Government is
enthu"siasticaily supported by the revolutionary
masses in their hundreds of millions and by the cornmanders and fight.ers of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army al} over the country. They firmly back the
Chinese Government's just stand on a settlement of
the Sino-Soviet bourrdary question, and make it clear
that they will raise their vigilance a hundredfold, unite
as one and be ready at all times to smash the Soviet
revisionist social-imperialists' armed provocations and

7T1HE Mav 24 statement

I

aggressive ambitions.

Armymen and. civilians throughout the country
indignantly condemned the Soviet Government's March
29 statement which stood things upside dowR and
mixed up right and wrong. The Soviet revisionist renegade clique was solemnly warned that it must stop
all its provocations and armed threats on the SinoSoviet boundary. Whether the Soviet revisionists
launch a small war, a big war or a nuclear war, under
no circumstances will the Chinese people be cowed.
Armed with Mao Tsetung Thought and tempered in the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the 700 million

to be bullied. If the Soviet revisionist stick to their reckless course of action, eontinue to carr;r out a nuclear blackmail policy against the
Chinese people and vainly try to use war to realize
their aggressive ambitions on Chinese territory, then
the ?00 million Chinese people will, in accordance with
the great leader Chairman Mao's teaching "We will
not attack trnless we are attacked; if we are attacked,
we wilI certainly counter-attack," resolutely, thoroughly,
wholly and completely wipe out a1l aggressors who dare
to come!
Throughout the country, the broad masses of armymen and civilians in the eities and countryside held
Chinese people are not

meetings the uight our Government's statement was
made public to express their warm support for it and
angrily denounce the Soviet revisionist renegade clique's

crimes of aggression. In big cities such as Peking,
Shanghai, Tientsin, Shenyang, Wuhan, Kwangchow,
Chengtu and Sian, the working class and the revolutionary masses pointed out that our Government's
statement held high the great red banner of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought sternly exposed the
old and new tsars' towering crimes of
aggression against our country, reiterated the Chinese Government's consistent stand on a settlement of the
Sino-Soviet boundary question and expressed the iron witl of the 700 million
Chinese people to completely smash the
aggressive ambitions of the Soviet revisionist new tsars. The broad masses
of armymen and civilians in places like
Sinkiang, Inner Mongolia, Heilungkiang
and Kirin, which are situated on the
anti-revisionist frontlines, said: We will
raise the great red banner of Mao
Tsetung Thought stilL higher and, under the leadership of the Party Central
Committee with Chairman Mao as its
leader and Yice-Chairman Lin as its
deputy leader, unite as one against our
common enemy. We pledge to build
Commanders and fighters of a P.L.,{. unit uniler the Pekins Commantl firmly
motherland's border areas into an
our
support our Government's statement. They expfess unanimous tleterminagreat wall of steel. Memimpregnable
tion to raise their revolutionary vigilance, strengthen preparetlness against
war antt cornpletel,v srnash the Soviel revisionist new tsa'rs' aggressive amhibers of the "Heroic Tashan Regiment"
tious. They pi*Agl t' defend the noolherlanel's satred territory w'ith their
known for thelr meritorious exploits
lives.
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in the War of Liberation, and the commanders
I

j
i

and fighters of a P.L.A. unit staiioned in Ningsia known for their devastating blows at U.S.
imperialism in the War to Resist U.S. Aggfession and Aid Korea, said: Our Government's
statement has knocked the bottom out of the
Soviet revisionist new tsars' contemptible tricks
and has once again exposed the aggressive features of Soviet revisionist social-imperialism for
all to see. fhis has greatly boosted the urorale

o{ the revolutionary peoples and has deflated
the arroganee of the imperialists, revisionists
and reactionaries!
The broad masses of armyitren and civilians
all over the country listed a huge mass of irrefutable facts which forcefully denounced the
shameless slanders contained in the Soviet Government's March 29 statement and angrily
exposed the aggressive nature of Soviet revisionist social-imperialism. The revolutionary
frontier guards defending the Chenpao Islanil area rlemonstrate
masses whose families have lived in the Chentheir firmest support for our Gnvemment's staternent. Ilrey pledge
pao Island area for generations said: Chenpao
to bring the revolutionary spirit oI fearing neither hardship nor
Island has alr;r,ays been Chinese territory. The
death into full piay, heighten vigilalee a hunilreilfold antl be ready
at all times to wipe out any enemy who invailes.
Soviet revisionist renegade clique has fully exposed its diabolic social-imperialist features by
repeatedly violating the status quo of the
ship of the proletariat. The people of different
Sino-Soviet boundary, intruding into Chinese terrinationalities in Sinkiang said: Since it came to power,
tory, pro'roking border conflicts and doing their
the Soviet revisionist renegade clique, from Khrushchcv
utmost to distort the truth about the Sino-Soviet boundto Brezhnev and company, has incessantly .and increasary question. The revolutionary masses in the Wuingly intensified its efforts to provoke conflicts aLong
palao Island area who persevered in heroic struggle
the Sino-Soviet border regions. What makes c::.
against the Soviet revisionist renegade clique held
espeeially indignant is that in 1962 the Sor-iet Gore:'ameetings on the night of the publication of the statement incited and c.oerced Eore thrul 60,m0 Chirement to denounce the heinous crirnes of Soviet revisioncitizens in the [.i and Tahch€-gl areas ia'ro going to ile
ist intrusions into Chinese territory. They said: The
+hat it hr< up to now refused to sefld
Soviet revisionists have always cast covetous eyes on
Soviet Unioq
"o6
fu$r
armed
Island.
have
sent
Ttrey
Wupalao
China's
them back. The Soviet revisionist renegade eliqtre has
Soviet frontier troops to sabotage our production, push
committed every evil deed and is a gang of out-and-out
us into the river and even open fire on us, seriously
social-imperialists.
endangering our lives. Many old poor peasants angrily
The broad masses of workers, peasants and soldiers
said: The old tsars in former times butchered our peopointed
out: Betraying the great Lenin, the Soviet
ple, made the waters of the Heilung River flow red with
revisionist
renegade clique has brought about the allterlarge
tracts
of
China's
our blood and sliced away
round
restoration
of capitalism in the Soviet llnion,
troops
massing
their
nerv
tsars
are
the
today,
ritory;
stepping up the exploitation and plundering of the
in a vain attempt to encroach on and occupy our terSoviet people at home and enforcing a bloody fascist
ritory. Their appetite is even bigger than that of the
rule over them; it has committed to'"vering crimes in
old tsars and their claws are stretching out even
pushing its policy of aggression and expansion abroad.
farther than that of the old tsars.
To find an excuse for its aggression and plunder, the
Ttre broad masses of armymen and civilians
ciique has also coneocted a whole range of gangster
throughout the country unanimously pointed out: The
"theories" such as the so-called theories of "limited
Soviet revisionist renegade clique in its March 29
sovereignfy," "international dictatorship," and "the
statement did everything possible to sow discord in the
soeialist community." It wilfully sends its aggressor
friendly relations between the Chinese and Soviet
froops into other countries, wantonly tramples on their
peoples, in order to sabotage their revolutionary friendscvereignty and mercilessly plunders the wealth created
ship which had been formed ov€r a long period of
by the labour of the people of these countries- This
struggle. This wiil never succeed. The Soviet revisionist
clique and U.S. imperialisrn are birds of a feather.
renegade clique is the common enemy of the Chinese
Arn-rymen and civilians all over t.l.e country
and Soviet peoples. The Chinese people resolutely
emphaticatrly polnted out: the treaties relating to the
support the Soviet people in their just struggle to
present Sino"soviet bounCary are aI1 unequal treaties
overthrow the new tsars and re-establish the dictator-

I[ay
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imposed on our country by tsarist Russian imperialism.

We firmly stand behind our Government which proposes that, instead of holding "consultations" for
*darification on individual sectors of the Soviet-Chinese
state border line," negotiations be held for an overall
settlement of the Sino-Soviet boundary question and a
new equal treaty be concluded to replace the o1d unequal ones. The settlement of boundary questions with
neighbouring countries through negotiations, armymen
and civilians in Yunnan, Tibet, Fukien, Kwangsi,
Chekiang and other places declared, is our Government's

consistent stand. In the last few years, our Government has satisfactorily settled complicated boundary
questions left over by history with neighbouring
countries such as Burma, Nepal, Pakistan, the People's
Republic of Mongolia and Afghanistan. For the settlement of the Sino-Soviet boundary question, the
Chinese Governrrrent has since 1960 made the utmost
efforts and demonstrated its greatest sincerit-v. But
the negotiations q,ere disrupted because of the expan-

sionist ambitions of the Soviet Government. The

responsibiiity for failure to settle the Sino-Soviet bound-

ary question thus lies entirely with the Soviet revisionists.

Armymen and civilians ar.e all agreed that great
vigilance must be exercised with regard to the aggressive nature of Soviet revisionist social-imperialism and

that the danger of U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism launching a full-scatre war of aggression must

never be overlooked. If the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique should take our Government's stand for a peaceful settlement of the boundary question as a sign that
China is weak and can be buliied, and should it try to
realize territorial claims against China by means of
war, they declared, then it is completely mistaken. They
added: We must hold aloft the great red banner of
Mao Tsetung Thought, arm ourselves sti1l better with
Chairman Mao's theory of continuing the revolution

under the dictatorship of the proletariat, foster the
revolutionary spirit of fearing neither hardship nor
death, further implement Chairman Mao's great policy
"Grasp revolution and promote production and other
work and preparedness against warr" and resolutely
carry out the various fighting tasks set by the Party's
Ninth National Congress, and in so doing build our great
socialist motherland into a stil1 more powerful country
and carry the great struggle against imperialism,
revisionism and all reaction to the end.

Frontier Guords in Chenpoo Islond Aree
Study ond Apply Moo Tsetung Thought
ln o Living Woy
iine with Chairman Mao's great teaching "It is
fN
I necessary to sum u,p experience conscientiously,"

commanders and fighters of the frontier guards in the
Chenpao Island area have launched a new high tide in
the iiving study and application of Mao Tsetung

Thought and in summing up their experience in the
anti-revisionist struggle. The heroic commanders and
fighters understand deeply that the most fundamental
experience in the anti-revisionist struggle is the living
study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought and
the application of Mao Tsetung Thought to directing
battles. They say that boundless loyalty to Chairman
Mao makes them invincible, and no enemy can match
them when they put Mao Tsetung Thought in command of everything.
The frontier guards of the Chenpao Island area put
up Chairman Mao's portraits wherever they go. They
study and apply Chairman Mao's works in a living way
wlth specific problems in mind before they perform
each specific task. While carrying out their assignments,
they act consciously in line with Chairman Mao's instructions. When they return, they gather at meetings,
at which they tell rvhat they have gained by the living
study and application of Mao Tsetung Thought in their
fighting.
12

Keeping in mind this great teaching of Chairman
Mao's: "Our national defence rrill be consolidated and

uo imperialist will be allowed to iavade our territory
again," the heroic frontier guards, bravilg the howling wind and tramping through the snow, are out patrolling day and night, and are always ready to answer
the provocations of the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique with head-on blorvs if they intrude into China's
sacred teritory. One early morning thr- temperature
dropped to over 20'C. below zero. One small detachment on routine patrol on Chenpao Island made their
way through the severe cold and snow courageously
as they recited Chairman Mao's teaching "Be resolute,
fear no sacrifice and surrnount every difficulty to win
victory."
Constantly using Mao Tsetung Thought to direct
the fighting, the heroic frontier guards won one great
victory after another fighting in self-defeirce against
the armed provocations of the Soviet revisionist renegade clique. In one such engagement, squad leader
Yang Lin stood unflinchingly at his post when confronted by a horde of enemy troops rushing towards
his squad. He said to his comrades-in-arms in the
squad: "Chairman Mao teaches us: 'We will not attack
unless we are attacked; if we are attacked, we will cerPeking Reuieu, No.
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tainly counter-attack.' We are guarding not only
Chenpao Island but the dignity of our great socialist
motherland, which was personally founded by Chair-

man Mao, and great Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought. If the enemies dare to attack, we lvill resoIutely wipe them out!" As soon as the Soviet revisionist aggressors wantonly opened fire with guns and cannon in disregard of our serious warnings, the fighters
heroically hit back in self-defence, giving the aggressors due punishment.

Faced with the frantic attack by the Soviet revisionists' tanks and armoured cars, every one of the
commanders and fighters of a frontier guard detachment displayed the rcvolutionary spirit of being "determined to vanquish all enemies and never to yield."
They fought bravely and repulsed the enemy attack,
thus triumphantly defending our motherland's sacred
territory, and covered themselves with glory. After
the battle everyone laughed, pointed at the Soviet revisionists' immobilized tank and said: You fight in your
"mechanized" way and we fight in our revolutionized
way. The outcome is foregone: our revolutionization
will always beat the reactionaries' "mechanization."
While studying and applying Mao Tsetung Thought
in a living way and conscientiously summing up their
experience, the commanders and fighters held a gun
in one hand and a pen in the other, and, using invincible Mao Tsetung Thought as their weapon, undertook
penetrating and sustained revolutionary criticism of
Brezhnev and other modern revisionist chieftains and
of the renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi
and the rest of the handful of capitalist roaders within
the Party.

In battle positions or at their sentrl- posts. they
repeatedly study Chairman Mao's brill;ar,,1 theses on
the reactionary nature of the irnperialists and the
revisionists. They criticize Soviet revisionist socialimperialism in connection with tsarist Russian imperialism, with the past Japanese imperialist aggressors and
today's U.S. imperialist bandits, thus seeing more clearly
the reactionary nature of Soviet revisionist socialimperialism. They often gather around the shell holes
made in our territory by the Soviet revisionists and
denounce the latter for their atrocities against China.

They said: "In the past we. Chinese people were killed
on our ou,n territory by the shells of the tsarist Russian,
Japanese and U.S. irnperialists. Today, the Kremlin's
new tsars are shelling our territory again. Like the
tsarist Russian, Japanese and U.S. imperialists, they are
murderers of the revolutionary- p,eople." The revolutionary mass criticism has roused in the eornmanders
and fighters bitter hatred for the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique, and deepened their understanding of
Chairman Mao's brilliant teachings on the aggressive
nature of imperialism.
Squad leader Wang Ching-jung comes from a poorpeasant family. At a meeting to denounce the Soviet

revisionist new tsars and criticize the arch renegade
Liu Shao-chi, he compared his own sufferings before
liberation with the miserable life of the Soviet people under the reactionary rule of the Soviet revisionist renegade clique. Poverty-stricken, his family sold
him when he was very young and he r,vent through
untold hardships. Boiling with anger, he said, The Soviet revisionist renegade clique usurped the political
power of the Soviet proletariat to make the Soviet people suffer again. The arch renegade Liu Shao-chi also
dreamt of restoring capitalism in China to make us
suffer again. We definitely won't allow it!
The nerv recruit Tu Chi-feng was a Red Guard before he joined the army this year. During the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution he saw Chairman Mao
trvice. Whenever he was faced with difficulties in the
struggle, he recalled the brilliant image of Chairman
Mao waving as he reviewed the Red Guards from the
Tien An Men rostrum. Then he was immediately filled rvith infinite strength. He said. "I advance as Chairman I\Iao directs! I will ahva-vs follorv Chairman Mao
closell- and carry the struggle against imperialism- rerisionism and all reaction through to the end!''
present tlre commanders and fighters of the
to raise the great
red banner of Mao Tsetung Thought still higher, respond to the great leader Chairman Mao's resounding
call "Grasp revolution and promote production and
other work and preparedness against war," to heighten
their vigilance, strengthen preparedness against war
and be ready at any time to hit back resolutely at the
Soviet revisionists' new provocations.

At

Chenpao Island area are determined

Tear Off the Wroppings From the Soviet
Revisionists' " Definition of Aggressi on"
by Wang Chao-tsai
great leader Chairman Mao has taught us: "All
THE
r reactionary forces on the verge of extinclion in-

variably conduct desperate struggles. They are bound
to resort to military adventure and political deception in
all their forms in order to save themselves from extincMag 30,
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tion." Today, at the end of their tether, U.S. imperialism
and Soviet revisionist social-imperialism are conducting
desperate struggles of this kind. While intensifying its
military adventures, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique for some time has been painstakingly concocting
13

a series of fascist faiiacies.such as the so-called theories
of "limited sovereignty" and "international dictatorship." It has, moreover, been talking profusely about
its "definition of aggression," which is a yain effort to
provide a "theoretical" basis for the colonial expansion

of all imperialists and provide the ciique's armed aggression against other countries with a semblance of
Iegalitl'.

The Soviet revisionist renegade clique has vigorously preached: "The use of force by a state to encroaeh

on the socio-political gains of the peoples of

other

with the principle of the peaceful
coexistence of states with different social systems."
(Speech of the Soviet revisionists' representative at
the United Nations on February 26, 1969.) In this way,
states is incompatible

the clique confines armed aggression only to the limited
sphere of "states with different social sysiems." That
is to say, "the use of force , -; to encroach" on states
s'ith the same "social system" is "compatible" with the
principle of peaceful coexistence and does not fall under
the category of aggression. Brezhnev has put it more
biuntly: The encroachment on "fraternal countries" by
"military" means is an "act. , . to do arva_v stth the
threat to the socialist s1'stem." €rn act resuLting from
the "acti.vity rvhjch t-rds to create a threat to the common interest.'' Basing themselves on this gangster
log:c. the Soviet revisiooists have described their armed
oc.cupation of Czechmlovakia as a step to defend "the
security of the entire socialist community" and to
'treasure the interests of socialism in that country.,,

Karl Marx said: "To call cosmopolitan exploitation universal brotherhood is an idea that could only
be engender:ed in the brain of the bourgeoisie.,, Today,
the Soviet revisionist social-imperialists are playing
exactly the same trick; they engage in out-and-out
aggression while trying to conceal the truth by every
possibtre means.

The Soviet revisionists' fallacy that armed encroaehment on countries r,vith the same social system cannot be regarded as aggression is simply an excuse for
their acts of aggression. It is also aimed at absolving
U.S. imperialism from its crime of pushing ahead r,vith
neo-colonialism. All imperialist aggressions are,,justified," according to the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique's reactlonary argument. Instead of being regarded as aggression, U.S. imperialism's bullying in the
capitalist rvorld, setting up military bases everywhere,
carrying out aggression against a large number of
capitalist countries with the same .,socia1 system,,, pursuing colonialist ends and invading and occupying
other countries' territories all this becomes ,'legitimate." Likewise, instead of- being regarded as aggression, the Soviet revisionists' sending of troops to wantonly encroach on other countries' territory and sovereignty and their ruthless suppression of the people,s
resistanee in these countries
all this also becomes
"legitimate," Ho..y loyally the- Soviet revisionists serve
14

U.S. imperialism and how shamelessly they defend their
own aggressive actions!

aU tfris fully proves that Soviet revisionism is the
No. 1 accompiice of U.S. imperialism. The two contend
and yet collaborate with each other: one goes ahead
with the building of its "free world eommunity" while

the other goes ahead with the building of its "socialimperialist community." No wonder the Soviet revisionist renegade clique has been in such a great hurry
to beseech the United Nations again and again to adopt
its "definition of aggression," and missed no opportunity
in tirelessly preaching that this will "have gleat practical significance."

l

It is crystal clear that this.pack of renegades are
frenziedly carrying out aggression and expansion
against other countries, yet they have the cheek to
proclaim that they are different from U.S. imperialism,
that theirs is a socialist country and that their aggression is no aggression, and so on and so forth. What
socialism! The Soviet revislonist renegade ciique has
completely forfeited the cause cf socialisrn buiit up
b1' the Soviet people ur:der the leadership of Lenin
and Stalin- It has brought about capitalist rest'oral,ion
ia all spheres of endeavour in the country. The behaviour of the Soviet revisionists is all governed by tJre
law of imperialism. They have stationed several hundred thousand troops in some East European countries
and the Mongolian People's Republic. and by neans
of the "Warsaw Treaty" and the "Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance" are wilfully plundering the
wealth of these countries, trampling on their sovereignty
and interfering in their internal affairs, and carrying
out armed occupation of Czechoslovakia. They have

even dared to commit repeated border provocations
against our great socialist motherland and carried out
armed intrusions into China's sacred territory Chenpao
Island. Aren't all these naked aggressions?
The great leader Chairman Mao'said: "We firmly
maintain that all nations should practise the weIIknolvn Five Principles of mutual respect for soyereignty and territorial integrity, non-aggression, noninterference in each other's internal affairs, equality
and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence." (Renmi.n
ftibao, November 7, 1957.) A true socialist country will
never piunder and commit armed aggression against
other countries. Not'that the Soviet revisionists haye
so thoroughly violated the basic norms governing relations between coLlntries, what right have they got to
talk about socialism? They know no bounds of shame!
T-hey have long since degenerated into a gang of socialimperialists and social-fascists and have been completely
exposed as aggressors. Yet they are still dreaming of
covering up their crimes of aggression with a preposterous scrap of paper, a so-called "definition of
aggression," in order to escape the condemnation and
judgment by the people of the world and the people
of the Soviet Union. But they will never succeed.
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The Soviet revisionist renegade clique has conjured

tiger. During its recent encroachment on our territory
Chenpao Island, no sooner had our frontier guards

aggression as no aggression. This subterfuge is nothing

counter-attacked than these Soviet revisionist invaders
were routed and fled helter-skelter.

up a "definitio.n of aggression" to explain away its

new. It is simply junk picked up from their ancestors,
the tsars, and from other imperialists. One will not
forget that in the past when tsarist Russian imperial-

ism was committing aggression everywhere in Europe
collaboration with other European powers, it also
elaimed that it $'as "promoting the welfare of humanity" and "protecting the legitimate government." The
German, Italian and Japanese fascist hordes also prettified their aets of wanton aggression against other
countries as "maintaining'r "new otrder" in the Far
"
East and Europe, or as promoting
"co-prosperity."
During China's Liberation War, the U.S. imperialists
who supplied the traitor Chiang Kai-shek with guns
and money to help him slaughter several million Chinese people revamped their tricks. They described
their aggression as the greatest "philanthropy" and
"friendship'r and their "traditional poiicy of friendship
for China.'r In 1950, it was again this rapacious U.S.
imperialism which, having sent several hundred thousand troops to Korea under the flag of the United
Nations and pushed the war right up to China's frontier, shamelessly described this €rs a step to "ensure
conditions of stability throughout Kot€a." History
shows that all aggressive gangsters invariably try their
utmost to deck themselves out with high-sounding
<'grounds"' to cover up
I)hrases and by inventing some
their crimes. The Soviet revisionist social-irnperialists
today are of course not merely copying from their predecessors; they are acting even more cunningly and

in

shamelessly.

Armed with Mao Tsetung Thought, the Chinese people profoundly understand that whether the imperialists
are engaged in military adventure or in political decep-

tion,

In

it is a manifestation of their

extreme rveakness.

appearance, they swagger like a eonqueror; but in
r:eality they are an easily punctured paper tiger. During
the time of the war on the Korean battlefield, the truc-

t

ulent U.S. imperialists used every kind of modern wealF
on except nuclear weapoas and bragged about their
air and ground "superiority." However, the heroic
Chinese People's Volunteers, together with the Korean
People's Arrn1 badly battered and routed them with
rifles, bayonets and hand-grenads. During the battle
of interception at Kyuiwoong Mountai4 our company,
with the co-ordination of fraternal units, beat back
scores of attacks launched in turn by two U.S.-south
Korean puppet divisions and fought continuously for
16 days and nights, kiliing more than ?40 enerny soldiers
and succes-sfuliy aceornplished the task of interception.
In the heat of battle, theie were only a signal-man and
myself on a hill when a squad of U-S. gangsters suddenly came charging against us from behind. Even in
such circumstances, these cowards were trembling with
fear and we bayoneted seven of them to death. The
rest retreated in disorder. Such are the true papertiger features of U.S. imperialism which brags about
its ('superiority." Soviet revisionism is also a paper
tuLry 3A,7969

Vice-Chairman Lin Piao pointed out in his political

report: "On trro account must we relax our revolutionary vigilance because of victory or ignore the
danger of U.S. imperialism and Sovi-et revisionism
launching a large-scale war of aggression. We must
make full preparations, preparations against their

launching a big war and against their launching a war
at an early date, preparations against their launching a
conventional war and against their launching a largescale nuclear war. In short, we must be prepared.

Chairman Mao said long ago: 'We will not attack
unless we are attacked; if we are attacked, we will
certainly counter-attack.' If they insist on fighting,
we will keep them company and fight to the finish."
We are deeply aware that the aggressive nature of the
Soviet revisioni'sts, like that of the U.S. imperialists,
will not change. They are capable of the worst crime.
In dealing rvith those r*,ho are aggressive in nature,
"the only course is to organize forcg and struggle
againsl them." The Soviet revisionists are tr1-ing to
confound right and wrong and create reactionary public
opinion by using fascist fallacies such as the so-called
theories of "limited sovereignty" and "international
dictatorship" and the "definition of aggression" so as
to step up their aggression abroad and to stretch their
tentacies of aggression into our country. We must
deal with thern seriously and repulse them resolutely.
'We

warn U.S. imperialism, Soviet revisionism and
their la.ckeys: the Chinese people are not to be trifled
with. Nineteen years ago s,hen our young People's
Republic rvas just founded, U.S. imperialism unleashed
a war, vainly trying to strangle her. But what it got rvas
a disastrous defeat. Today, 19 years later, particularly
after the tempering in the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, the Chinese people have raised their consciousness of Mao Tsetung Thought to an unprece&
ented height and the people's army has never been so
strong. If U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism are
bent on launching a war of aggression, they can only
meet with a defeat still more disastrous for them and
hasten their own doom. Following Chairman l{ao's
instructions, we have made full preparations and are
waiting for you to come. We will wipe you out in
vrhatever strength yoll may come. None will be allowed to get baek alive.
People of the whole world, unite, completely bury
U.S. irnperialism, Soviet revisionism and their lackeys,
and eliminate the system of exploitation of man by

man on earth

!

("Hongqi," No. 5,

1969)

The author of this article who is Combat Hero, first
With Meritorious Seniice, special class,
in the former Chinese People's Vofunteers is now Deputy
.Commander of a regiment of the P.L.A. units under the
class, and Hero

Tsinan Command.
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Wonton Expsnsion ond Aggression Abroqd
By Soviet R,evisionist Sociql-lmperiolism
q
n

TALIN, the great Marxist-Leninist, pointed out: "Imperialism cannot live without violence and robbery,
s-ithout bloodshed antl shooting. That is the nature of
imperialism." This is the case of the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique since it embarked on the road of socialimperialism. It has taken over in its entirety the mantle
of tsarist imperialism and is faithfully and meticulously
carrying out the Russian tsars' policy of foreign expansion, only it is doing it even moLe wantonly than
the founding fathers of tsarist imperialism.
Frqntic Armoments Drive for Wor
At home, the Soviet revisionist renegade clique has
been straining every effort in the last few years in a
frantic ar-rnaments drive for rvar. This is to meet the
needs of its expansionist policy abroad. In a speech,
Soviet r:evisionist chieftain Brezhnev cried out for "considerably" strengthening Soviet o'war preparations."
Follo'*,ing suit. Kosygin shouted that "much as intensified moCernization of the Soviet army may require
large flrnds. to economize on national defenee expenditures in todal-'s circumstances runs eounter to the
national interests of the Soviet Union." Thus, for some
time Soviet military expenditures have risen from
year to year. According to figures released by the
Soviet revisionist renegade clique, which obviously are
mininlzed, its military outlays in 1968 were up by
2.200 million rubles as compared with 1967, and what
is budgeted for 1969 rnill be still higher, 1,000 million
rubles more than last year, Western sources revealed
that the clique's 1969 military budget takes up as much
as 37 per cent of the total budget. At the same time, it
has expanded the armed forces, with increases in its
land folces and development of its marines and paratroops. A new national service law has been proclaimed
ra,hich, by lowering the age for enlistment, is dragooning
large numbers of youth into the army and making
them tools of aggression. The Soviet clique is also
redoubling its efforts to give fascist "war education'' and "militia training" to the people of the Soviet
Union. "Mi1i.tia headquarters" are set up in various
parts of the country to carry out this job. People in the
factories and the rural areas, teachers and young
students, those in positions of leadership and ordinary
residents are all required to go through these military
"courses." Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the
Kre n,lin has made such mjlitary training compulsory
for Soviet residents in the Chinese-Soviet border ar:eas.
Blezhnev, Kosygin and other Soviet revisionist
chieftains have turn,ed up one after the other in
Haishenwei, Poli and other places on the ChineseSoviet border, busying themselves with war
machinations against China. The Soviet Far East
Ccnrmander issued a call to Soviet forces in the Far
East to be o'combat ready" against China. The way the
16

Soviet revisionist renegade clique has been making such

a feverish war drive in the Soviet Union shows that
it is all for pushing its social-imperialist policy abroad.
Turning Eost Europeqn Countries qnd Mongolic
lnto Militqry Boses
For a long time, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique has been using the Warsarv Treaty Organization,
which is completely under its thumb, and vast numbers
of armed forces stationed on foreign soil to turn some
East European countries and Mongolia into Soviet
military bases and "basic rear areas" by which to carry
out its expansionist activities abroad. This is an
important feature of the social-imperialist policy of
aggression

it

pursues.

The Warsaw Treaty Organization which the Soviet
revisionist renegade clique twists round its finger long
ago became an instrument of aggression llke the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization. Under it are a Unified Military Command and a General Staff of the
Unified Military Command, both with headquarters in
Moscorv and their main posts officered and controlled
by Soviet revisionists. The Warsaw Pact has a provision

that member states must "turn over" part of their
armed forcqs to be "commanded" by the organization,

in other words, "commanded" by the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique. As to the armed forces not placed
under the "command" of the organization, to all intents
and purposes they come under the control of the Soviet
revisionists, too, for their main equipment is supplied by

the Moscow revisionists, their chief officers are

"trained" by them and so-called "advisers" and "experts" sent by the Soviet revisionists are very much in
evidence in these armies. Thus, the armies of some East
European countries and Mongolia have in fact been

turned into satelllte forces of Soviet revisionism.
What is more, the Soviet revisionists station several

hundred thousand Soviet troops in these East European
countries and Mongolia, directly controlling and enslaving these countries. Today, in al1 the member states of
the Warsarv Treaty Organization, with the exception

of one signatory, there are large numbers of Soviet
revisionist garrison troops whose size is much greater
than before the occupation of Czechoslovakia by Soviet
revisionism. The Warsaw Treaty Organization chiefs
were recently summoned by the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique to a meeting at which control over these
East European countries was stepped up and other countfies were coerced into supporting its military adventure against China.

lntensifying Militory lnfiltrotion in Asion ond
Africon Countries
Nor is this all. Soviet revisionism is following the
beaten track of aggression of British imperialism in
Asia and Africa in former days. It is trying to build a
Peking Reaieu:, No.
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vast network of naval bases from the Mediterranean
to the Indian Ocean. Soviet revisionist chieftains visited
India close on each other's heels in 1968 and this yearThey promised India massive mititary aid and at the
same time grabbed two Indian naval bases and acquired
the right to use the naval bases on Andaman and Nicobar Islands, which are of great militar5r irnportance in
controlling the Strait of Malacca and the Bay of Bengal. Collaboration rvith the reactionary regimes of
"Malaysia," Singapore. the Philippines and Thailand
has been on the increasg and clandestine activities are
afoot to obtain, by the promise of economic "aid" and
through other channels, the right to use certain ports.
The Soviet revisionist new tsars entertain hopes of filling the "vacuum" in the Indian Ocean left by the British imperialists' projected withdrawal of their forces
from east of the Suez to build up Soviet sea suprema,cy
from the Black Sea to the Far East via the Suez Canal
and the Indian Ocean.
Under the pretext of providing miiitary "aid," the
Soviet revisionist renegade clique for some years has
been pushing its social-imperialist policy by intensifying
its military infiltration in Asian and African countries.
In the Middle East, after the 1967 events, it took advantage of the difficult situation confronting the Arab
countries which had suffered temporary setbacks. It
tighten-^d its control over the Arab countries militarily
by various means such as supplying arms and equipment and increasing the number of military "advisers."
The suppiy of such arms and equipment to the recipient
countries is coupled with the proviso that the "aidgiving" country enjoys the right of supervision. the right
of consultation, etc. Then there is also the demand that
their main weapons and equipment be plaeed under
the control of the Soviet rnilitary "advisers." The Soviet
revisionist renegade clique intends by these manoeuvres
to bind the "aid-receiving" countries hand and foot and
achieve its criminal objective of working in league rvith
U.S. imperialism to stamp out the flames of revolutionary struggle of the Arab people and dominate anC
reCivide the Middle East between themselves.

{

Aiding Reoctionories in AII Countries to Put Down
People's Armed Struggle
In different parts of Asia and Africa. the Soviet
revisionist renegaCe clique has dispensed, rather
reluctantly, '"vith that phoney signboard of ,,supporting
the national-Iiberation movement." Using military,,aid',
as bait, it has openly carried out military collaboration
with the reactionaries of various countries in the region.
The Kremlin's smug calculation is to use them to stifle
the revolutionary peopJ.e's raging armed struggle and so
expand its power and influence. Therefore, the more
enthusiastic the reactionary regimes in this region are in
their campaigns against China, communism and the people, the more liberally the Soviet revisionists ladle out
military "aid." Since the reactionaries in India and Indonesia are the most vehement. and rabid in opposing
China, communism and the people they get the most
military aid. The total value of military ,'aid,' and
munitions given by the Kremlin revisionists to the
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reactionarl- Indian Government and Indonesia's fascist
mili;411- jr:.:rta at present exceeds that given by
U.S- imperialim. The Soviet Union under the reyisionist renegade dique thus becomes the biggest
military- "aid-giving" countr-v as regards the Indian and

Indonesian reactionaries. In addition. it zealously
furnishes military "aid" to the Ne lVin fascist regiine
in Br,trma which feverishly conducts "encirclement and
suppression" campaigns against the revolutionary
armed forces of the Burmese people, to the puppet regime in "Malaysia" which is trying to put down the people's armed struggle in Malaya and Norlh Kalimantan,
and to the reactionary Nigerian regime which has been
butchering the Biafran people. A11 this is aimed at
shoring up the reactionary regimes in these countries.
The military collaboration of the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique u,,ith the Japanese reactionaries has
also become increasingly open. For the purpose of
rigging up a U.S.-Soviet-Japanese military alliance
against China by ganging up with U.S. imperialism to
revive Japanese militarism, it has even deci.ded to collaborate rvith the Japanese reactionaries for the "joint
development" of Siberia, at the expense of selling out
the country's sovereign rights. These Soviet revisionists
are also r.vorking with the Japanese reactionaries for a
joint undertaking to expand Soviet ports in the Far
East.

Corrying Out Repeoted Arrned Provocotions
Agoinst Chino
It shculC be pointed out in particular that the
Scvret levisionist renegaCe clique. steaCily going dor,r'nhiil over the 1'ears anC finCing itself beset rvith difficulties both at home anci abroad. has cast away all pretence and openil' follorvs a po[c]- of rvar blackmail,
armed invasion anC even military occupation abroad.
Mustering four satellites in the Warsaw Treaty Organization last August. the Soviet revisionist renegade clique
mounted a lightning attack, with a large number of aircraft, tanks and several hundred thousand land forces,
on Czechoslovakia and put it under military occupation.
This is a big and most revealing exposure of the
hideous face of Soviet social-imperialism and socialfascism.

The Soviet revisionist renegade clique has consis-

tently set itself against the Chinese people. For a long
time it has been massing larger and larger forces on
the Chinese-Soviet border to carry out armed provocations against China. Particularly since the victorious
advance of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
in China, rvhich sounds the funeral dirge for Soviet revisionism, the Soviet revisionists have become still more
panicky and restive, going in for military gambles, extending their tentacles of armed aggressibn to China
and constantly engineering one armed provocation after
another. These atroci.ties have fully exposed the rapacious nature of Soviet social-imperialism.

Soviet Revisionism Con Never Achieve lts
Wild Ambition
Our great leader Chairman Mao points out: "AlI
reactionary forces on the verge of extinction invariably
17

onduct desperate stnrggles. They are bound to resort
b mility adventure and political deception in all their
Iorms ie order to save themselves from extinction."

At the end of its rope, the Soviet revisionist renegade dique has vainly tried to fall back on reckless
rnilifsy gambles to put up a last-ditch struggle. But it

can never succeed. The fascist crimes of Soviet revisionist social-imperialisrn, which stops at nothing in
its armed aggression and expansion abraad, can only
stir up still greater indignation and resistance on the
part of the people the world over, the people of the
Soviet Union inciuded, and eventually send this clique
to the gallows

Nixon's Robid Activities in Arms Exponsion
And Wqr Preporstions
bE Kuo Hsiang-hung

qINCE taking office, new U.S. imper.ialist chieftain
\-,' Nixon has been chanting the shopworn tune of
"peace" on the one hand and feverishly sharpening his
sword and stepping up arms expansion and war preparations on the other. At a reeent meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters, Nixon again shouted
that the United States should maintain "its position of
strength," that i[ should possess "immense retaliatary
porver," and that it would have to deal with the so-called
"potential of a Chinese threat," and so on and so forth.
Nixon's bloodthirsty words reveal his murderous intent.
This fully shorrs the aggre+sive and bellicose nature of
U.S. imperialim and points up the obdurate stand of
the Nixon governrnent which is bent on being hostile to
the people of China and the rest of the world.
Imperialism means war. So long as imperialism
and the system of exploitation exist, the imperialists
and rreactionaries invariably rely on armed force to
maintain their reactionary nlle and they are bound to
unleash counter-revolutionary wars of one kind or
another. U"S. imperialism is the most ferocious enemy
of the world's people and the biggest root cause of war
in the world today. In the more than 20 years since the
end of World War II, over B0 local wars and large-scale
armed conflicts have broken out one after another in
various parts of the world. Most of these are connected

with U.S- imperialist aggression. From Truman and
Eisenhower to Kennedy and Johnson, the successive
U.S. imperialist governments have desperately pursued
the policies of aggression and war and frenziedly gone
in for arms expansion and war preparations. The Nixon
government is of course no exception.
Vice-Chairman Lin Piao has pointed out in his political report to the Ninth National Congress of the Chinese Cornmunist Party that "Nixon, like his predecessors,
.cannot but continue to play the counter-revoluiionary
dual tactics, ostensibly assuming a 'peace-Ioving' appearance while in fact engaging in arms expansion and
war preparations on a still larger scale."
A glance ,at a few facts since Nixon took office
makes this quite clear.
U.S- imperialism's military,expenditures have risen
sharply in the last five years. U.S- military spending in
18

the fiscal year of 1965 was over 50,000 million dollars,
but it exceeds 84,000 million dollars in the budgets of
both the 1969 and 1970 fiscal years. Why does the Nixon
government have no scruples about setting apart such
huge sums for military spending?
Since taking over, the Nixon government has continued to carry out its predecessor's arms expansion plan
of strengthening the "strategic nuclear forces" and modernizing the equipment of the naval and air forces.
Though confr-onted by fiaancial difficulties, it still maintains an aggreqsive force of more than 3,400,000 men.
Over 1,500,000 U.S- troops are stationed overseas while,
at.home, large numbers of men are being recruited into
the armed forces. Hundre s of thousands of U.S. aggressor troops still occupy south Viet Nam, and military
spending for the aggression against Viet Nam each year
is well over 20,000 million dollars. In addition to retaining intercontinental ballistic missiles, nuclear missilefiring submarines and strategic bombers already in

service,

the Nixon government continues to

build

nuclear-powered submarineg lays emphasis on the development of "multi-nucle'ir headed guided missiles"
and steps up its plan to build a so-called anti-ballistic
missile system. Why does the Nixon government adopt
these military measures and deployments?
In less than four months after its inception, the Nixon
government held three ryrobile military manoeuvres in

Puerto Rico, West Germany and south Korea. The
United States has tried hard to strengthen anew the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and instigate the
West European countries to set up a so-called "maritime
air forces Mediterranean command" and a "Mediterranean allied fleetr" and sent a "task force" on a "display of strength" in the Sea of Japan and the Yellow
Sea. Nixon also openly and shamelessly bellowed that
he would coatinue to send spy planes and ships i.nto
other countries' teruitorial air and seas for military reconnaissance. lVhy does the Nixon government carry
out these acts of military provocation?
Can they all be because of a "love for peace"? O{
course not. U.S. irnperialism's feverish armament expansion and war preparations, the huge number of
planes, guns, *'arships, mrclear bombs and guided mis-
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siles it possesses, and its repeated war provocations are
all designed to intimidate, suppress and slaughter the
people and dominate the world. Chanting "peaee', with
a blood-stained butcher's knife in his hand this is

Nixon, the hypocritical priest

- into
and gangster rolled

one.

Nixon also uses crafty counter-revolutionary dual
China. On the one hand, he
talks profusely about "peaceful coexistence" and uses
the trick of sham relaxation. On the other hand, he persists in continuing to occupy Taiwan, which is China's
territory, continually carrying out military provocations
against our country, and intensifying efforts in rigging
up a ring of military encirclement around China. To
tactics towards socialist

replace the no'"v impotent "Southeast Asia Treaty Organ-

izaiiorr," the Nixon government is stepping up its plot
to form a new military alliance with Japan as the "backbone" and the United States as the "buttress." \ltrile
preparing to unleash a new war of aggressi.on against
China, U.S. imperialism is using its running dogs in
Asia as hatchetmen in an atternpt to stamp out the revolutionary flames on this continent.
U.S. imperlalism and Soviet revisionism eollude and
at the same time contend with each other in their frantic
efiorts to tedivide the world. To realize their ambitions,
bcth are engaged in arms expansion and war preparations. They are now stepping up collaboration in their
criminal activities agaihst China, against the people and
against revolution. Following the Soviet revisionist

renegade clique's armed encroachment on China's
Chenpao Island area, Nixon announced his decisi.on to
spend some 6,000 n-rillion to 7,000 miilion dollars to set
up a so-called "a.nti-ballistic missile s5-stem" directed
against China, and sent an aggressor fleet to the Yellow
Sea to co-ordinate rvith the aggressive activities of Soviet
rel'isionism. fhe U.S. imperialisfu and Soviet revisionists are a bunch of thorougirly
wicked gangsters.
U.S. imperialism and Soviet re-

Armed nith Mao Tsetung Thought and tempered in
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the 700 miltrion Chinese people are maintaining their revolutionary
vigilance at al1 times, fully an'are of the danger of U.S.
imperialism and Soviet revisionism launching a largescale war of aggression. In his political report to the
Party's Ninth National Congress, Vice-Chairman Lin
Piao solemnly declared on behalf of the whole Party and
the entire Chinese people: "We must make. full preparations, preparations against their launching a big war
and against their launching a war at an early date, preparations against their launching a conventional war and
against their launching a large-scale nuclear war. In
short, rve must be prepared. Chairman Mao said long
ago: IYe rrill uot attack unless we are attacked; if w.e
are attacked, rye will certainly counter-attack If they
ins:st on fighting, rre'tr.ill keep them company and fight
to the finish." \Yiih full confiCence in rictory, the great
Chinese people and Chi-nese Pecple's Liberation Army
are determined to liirerate their sacred teritor_s Taiir'=.u
and resolutelR 1161s -chly, wholly anif com$c{ely sipc
out all aggressors who dare to invade our oountrJr!
Chairman Mao pointed out long ago: sAll rcactionaries are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactiorarics
are terrifying, but in reality they are not so powerful'
U.S. imperialism is a paper tiger, and so is Soviet revisionism. Practiee in the people's struggle in all countries has proved that it is the revolutionary force of the
world's people that is really powerful. If the U.S. imperialisls and Soviet revisionists dare to impose a ne\tr
world war on the people of the world, the result can only
be that they will be aroused still further to rise in revolution and send the whole pack of imperialists, revisionists and all reactionaries to their graves.
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visionism have an inveterate

I[

hatred for the great socialist China.
The extensive spreading of Mao

Tsetung Thought throughout the
rvorld and the resoundi.ng victory
of China's Great Proletarian Cultural Rerrolution have struck more
fear into their hearts and filled

Hlt!Tf,NY okBEns
(in U.S. doltrars)

them with panic and dismay.
Nixon has openly declar"ed that
China is the greatest threat in his

life. It is a great hqnour for

the great struggle against U.S. imperialism and Soviet
revisionist social-imperialism through to the end.
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siou against Yiet Nam!
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the

Chinese people that ihe U.S. ira-

perialists, Soviet revisionists and
the reactionaries of all countries
a handful of verntin &re wildly
hostile to China and vainly try to
"isolate" her. The great Chinese
people pledge to fight shoulder te
shoulder with the people of the
whole world and resolutely carry
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The Sinister Lr.S. lmperiolist "Nine -Point
Working Poper"
U.S. imperialists' "nine-point working pbper"
THE
r is dished up before the "four-power meeting" of
the United States, the Soviet Union, France and Britain
to set the tune for a o'Middle East Munich" plot which
is being hatched by U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism. The putting forth of this "working paper" by
the new chieftain of U.S. imperialism Nixon less than
three months after he took office fully shows that U.S.
imperialism is quickening its tempo in contriving a
"Middle East Munich" in collusion with Soviet revisionism. The essence of this plot is to completely liquidate
the Palestine liberation cause, strangle the armed struggle of the Palestinian people and force the Arab countries to compromise with and capitulate to Israel, the
U.S. imperialist tool of agglession? so as to realize the
criminal designs of U.S. imperialism and Soviet rel-isionism to dominate the Middle East.

The Mosk ls Ripped Off
The U.S. "nine-point working paper" dished up on
March 24 after six weeks of "quiet diplomacy" between
the United States and the Soviet Union and the "fivepoint plan" put forward by Soviet revisionism at the
end of last year are now serving as the basis for collusion and bargaining between imperialism and socialimperialism inside and outside the "four-power meeting."

Although the full text of the "working paper" has
not been officially made public, it could be seen from
rvhat has been revealed by the Western press that with
the co-ordination of Soviet revisionism, U.S. imperialism is imposing harsher terms of surrender on the Arab
countries. It is even more vicious and more undisguised
than the U.N. Security Council's November 1967
"resolution," jointly concocted by U.S. imperialism and
Soviet revisionism, and U.S. imperialism's "seven-point
proposal" put forward to the United Arab R,epublic in
November 1968. This has completely rippeC off the
new U.S. imperialist chieftain Nixon's mask of professed "impartial" policy on the Middle East and exposed
him in his true colours as the sworn enemy of the Arab
people.

Gongster Logic

In the "working paper," U.S. imperialisrn harshly
the Arab countries to satisfy the aggressive

pressed
designs

of Israel by ceding territories to it. It openty
it was impossible to restore the "cease-

declared that
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fire lines" existing before the war of aggression launched by Israel in June 1967 and that Israel should only
withdraw to "secure" boundaries. It should be pointed
out that the "cease-fire lines" came into existence only
after Israel had occupied large tracts of Arab territory
by means of war and that the Palestinian and other
Arab people have never recognized them as o'boundaries." U.S. imperialism has now gone further and pressed the Arab countries to cede to Israel the territories
it had seized in the aggressive war of 1967, induding
Syria's highly strategic Golan Heights and the Arab
sector of Jerusalem. It hlpocritically said that this
$.as "for mutual securit5r" and does "not reflect the
n-eight of conquesL" This is out-and-out gangster
logic of i.mperialism. It shows up more glaringly what
U.S. imperialism wants to hide.
It is worth pointing out that the Soviet revisionist
renegade clique, which has all along pretended to be
the supporter of the Arab countries, is working hand
in glove with U.S. imperialism in forcing the Arab
countries to seek peace by giving up territories. Western news agency reports disclosed recently that Soviet ambassador to the United States Dobrynin had indicated to Joseph Jack Sisco, U.S. Assistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern Affairs, in their secret talks
that "minor adjustments" could be made on the borders
of the Arab countries. This shows that Soviet revisionist social-imperialism is also following the gangster
logic of the "jungle law" and reveals more clearly the
hideous and shameless features of the Soviet revisionists in their efforts to sell out further the interests of
the Arab people in collusion with U.S. imperialism.
Rosins Flomes

t#:j

Connot Be

f;truosle

Another sinister purpose of U.S. imperialism's
"working paper" is to strangle the vigorous armed
struggle of the Palestinian people and liquidate their
Iiberation cause. It flagrantly proposed a ban on all
mllitary activities in this area ar;d particularly on the
Palestinian guerrillas and their activities. In order to
realize this scheme, U.S. imperialism especially stated
in the "working paper" that after the "adjustment" of
boundaries between the Arab countries and Israel,
"demilitarized zones" should be set up along all the
revised boundary lines on the east bank of the Suez
Canal and the west bank of the Jordan River and that
these zones are to be "patrolled" by the "United Nations force." This is mainly aimed at protecting Israel
Peking Reuieu, No.
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from the strikes of the Palestinian guerrillas and at
serving the criminal scheme o{ placing the Middle East
under U.S.-Soviet control.

Like the "five-point plan" of the Soviet rrevisionists, the U.S. imperialists' o'working paper" tried to
write off at one stroke the national rights of the 2 million Palestinian people to liberate their homeland. tt
alleged that "the desires and aspirations of the individual human beings concerned" should be taken into
account. This is an attempt to deny the existence of
the Palestinian people as a whole and to divide them.
In fact. the guerrilla fighters of "AI Fatah" and other
Palestinian nationalist organizations have in recent
years told the whole world in clear-cut terms what the
desires and aspirations of the Palestinian people are
by their armed struggle for the liberation of Palestine!
Yet, the U.S. imperialists' "working paper" treats these
valiant guerrilla fighters as "individual human beings"
and "refugees" some of whom should be "repatriated"
while the majority should "resettle" in Arab countries.
In other words, in the eyes of the U.S. imperialists, the
Palestinian people have no national rights whatsoever
and there are only two alternatives before them:
either become the slaves of Zionism or continue to live
as "refugees" in other Arab countries as they did in
the past twenty years. What is this if not sheer imperialist gangster logic?
Imperialism and rerrisionism have long been plotting to stamp out the raging flames of the Palestinian
people's armed struggle. As early as mid Januar5'. the
then Johnson Administration, in reply to the Soviet
revisionists' "five-point plaq" notified the Soviet rer-i.sionists that "the lI.S. r.ies;s, as a rnatter of top prie
rity, the undertaking of the Soviet Union and the United States and other countries to use their inlluence to
stop the grave increase of Arab terrorist operations
[should read: the Arab people's just armed struggleEd.] in the area." An AP dispatch from Washington

on April I said: "U.S. experts of the area [the Midd1e
East] agree with the King [of Jordan] that something
has to be done soon or things might get out of hand.
The main concern now appears to be that the Fedayeen
and other irregular guerrilla organizations grow
stronger every day." In prompt response, the Soviet
revisionists set in motion their propaganda machines
and brought their "influence" into play to openiy attack and slander the just struggle of the Palestinian
guerrillas. In some Arab countries, the activities of
the Palestinian guerrillas have been obstructed and
suppressed. These trends merit attention and vigiiance.

In the "working paper," U.S. imperialism also
urged the Arab countries to mak,e a "package deal"
with the Israeli aggressors by signing with the latter
a "contractual agreement.'r This is a diabolic attempt
to impose on the Arab people, in the form of a legal
document, the various monstrous demands mentioned
above and other harsh terms (for example, the recognition of Israel's "sovereignty" and the opening of the
Suez Cana1 and Tiran Strait to Israeli ships).
All this boils down to the fact that both the Soviet
revisionists' "five-point plan'2 and the U.S. imperialists' "nine-point working paper" are based on their
own imperialist interests and serve their counter-revolutionary strategy. The "Voice of Assifa" Radio of
"Al Fatah" (the Palestine National Lib,eration Movement) said in a recent commentary: We reject these
plots, no matter whether they are based on the U.S.
"working paper," the Soviet "plan" or the U.N. Securit5r
Council "reso1ution." "For us there is only one \l:ay
in one direction. that is. the rvay of armed slruggle leading to al.I-round liberadon a:c.d couplete tictory; there
is no other way-"
The Palestinian and otler Arab people will definitely t o1 ellow the imperialists and social-imperialists to dictate their destiny. They will resolutely fight
for victory in their cause of national liberation.

Whv the U.S. Irnperiqlists ond Soviet Revision ists
Tremble With Feor
swi{i and vigorous development of the progresTHE
r sive student struggle in the United States is a manifestation of the unprecedented sharpening of the class
contradictions in that country, a sign of the American
people's steady awakening and also an indication that
the process of decay of the U.S. imperialist system is
accelerating. Since the beginning of the year, progressive American students have waged one powerful strugg1e after another against the bourgeois educational system, against racial discrimination, against universities
serving the war of aggression in Viet Nam and against
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fascist suppression by the government authorities. The
student strikes and demonstrations, their seizure of
college buildings and sealing off war agenci.es on campuses and, in particular, the Black students rising in
"rebellion with guns" in a number of universities
all
this has left the new U.S. imperialist chieftain Richard
Nixon and his flunkeys trembling with fear.

Nixon has corne out in person and caileC on the
faculties "to have the backbone to stand up" to
students who "terrorize the faculty" and "carry guns
into classrooms." U.S. Vice-President Agnew smeared
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the iust actions of the students as 'lno more than a
dictaiorial demand for irrational power.,, Tlne lnternatbtal Herald TrLbune in an article cried out in alarm
that this situation wa$ "rnost shocking', and 'ochiliing."
It admitted that the students betrieved ',they must arm
thenrselves in orcler to improve their iot
perhaps even
to survive in Arnerica." ScareC stiff- by the raging
- progressiv'e Araeriean student mevement,
fires of the
Nixon and company evidently are not quite sure what
to

do.

The Soviet revisionist renegade dique has contracted Nixon's phobia. Through their prcpaganda
machine, 'these shameiess renegades hurriedly cursed
the struggle of the progressive American students as ",a
major factor of the aggravation o{ the internal political
situation" in the United States. They hysterically aecused thern of "political inexperience" and vilified their
demands as "irrationa]." This shows how frenziedly the
Soviet revisionist renegades hate the revolutionary
movement of the American people and how frightened
they are by it.
Ours is an era in which the imperialist system is
heading for total collapsq like a dying person sinking
fast. Therefore, both U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisicnist social-imperialisrn are terrifled in the face of the
mighty currents of the rwolutionary movement of the
people of the world. The steady upsurge in the Ameriean people's revolutionar5r movement is

tlreatenins U.S.

impenalism's very existe.nee, and of course the Soviet
revisionist renegade clique also feels this threat This
is determined by tlreir common moribund reaetionary
class instinct.

lVhat Nixon fears is the rapid rise in the political
of the American proletariat, student
youth and the Black masses through tempering in class
consciousness

struggle. Nixon is frightened by the faet that revolutionary Americans have come to realae that American
ruling class suppression must be resisted with the gun.
Nixon has sensed through his reaetionary class instinct
that the swift awakening of the American people and
the taking up of arms by the oppressed people are fatal
to U.S. imperialisrn. This is why Nixon is so frightened
by the "rebetrlion with gtrns" of some students.
Likewise, the Soviet revisionist renegade clique is
a{raid of the rapid rise in the awakening of the Scviet
proletariat and working people. It fears that the oppressed people at ttome will rise to overthrow it. Erom
their reactionary class, instinct, Brezhnev and company
also have sensed that revolutionary struggle taking
ptrace an5rwhere in the world may influenee and promote the awakening of the Soviet people, and that this
wili be unfavourable to their maintaining bourgeois
fuseist dictaiorship at home and pr€serving the eolonles set up by Soviet revisionist social-imperialism
abroad. That is why the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique beeame panicky and carrre out to abuse it as "politieal inexperience" and "irrational" when American
students vigorously unfolded their struggle and rose
in "rebellion with guns" on the other side of the Atlantic.

The great leader Chairman Mao has tar.rght us:
"lmperialism is outwardly strong but inwardly w,eak
because it has no support Irom the people." The ugly
performances by US. imperialisrn and Soviet revisionisar in the face of the power of the American students'
revolutionary action "rebel1ion with guns" show
their mortal fear oI imrninent
doom and show that for
all their brutali.ty, they are like birds startled at the
mere twang oI a bow-string.
("Renmin Ribao" conxrllentarA, MaA 22)

Chairman Mao's Revolutionary Line
lights Up Our Hearts
Fu Yao-shih
chairman of ReuahttionarE

peoyile's
^corwnxtt.ee- _of Hsiatsun
Comrmune i,n Chuttsien, Counta
of

hilly village beeame a scene of jubilation
f-luB-whole
v when the extra good news of the,granC
closing of
the Ninth National Congress of the Communist party
of China reached our ltrsiatsun Feople,s, Commune. In

one ',rcice we cheered: Long Uve the great, glorious and
correct Communist Party of China I We rvish Chairrnan
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Ch;ki;ii'priri",

Mao, the red sun shining brighfly

in our hearts, a long,
long life! That nighi, celebration meetings were held
in all produetion"brigades, at which we party members
and poor and lower-middle peasants all pledged our
Ioyalty to Chairman Mao. We were determined to set
off a new high tide in the living study and appiieation
Peking Ret:iew, No.
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of Mao Tsetung Thought, to :conscientiously study ViceChairman Lin's report to the Ninth National Congress
of the Communist Party of China, firmly grasp revolution and energetically prornote production so as to win
si;ill. greater victories.
Our great leader Chairman Mao has pointed out:
"The cutrent Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is
absolutcly necessary and rnost timely for consolidating
the dietatorship of the proletariat, preventing capitalist
restoration and building soeialism."
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution initiated
and 1ed personally by Chairman Mao has removed the
renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi, the
sv/orn enemy of the poor and lower-middle peasants,

from office and smashed his criminal plot to restore
capitalism in China. The poor and lonrer-middle peasants of our llsiatsun People's Commune, studying and
applying Chairman Mao's tJreory of continuing the
revolution under the dictatorship of the proleiariat in
a living way and closely follorving his great strategic
plan, have overthrown the handful of capitalist roaders
in the Party and iiquidated the counter-revolutionary
revisionist line pushed by Liu Shao-chi in the rural
areas, so that Chairman Maois proletarian revolutionary
line has taken root in our hearts. Revolution and production are developing apace in the lvhole corrrnune. The
amount of u'ater conservancy construction in 1968 was
five times the total of the 18 years since liberation. Grain
output increased 12.5 per cent as compared with the
record year of 1966. Great changes have taken place in
our commune which had long been in a backward state.

Vice-Chairman Lin pointed out

port:

in his politichl re.

"Confronted with a tho'.rsand and one tasks, a
revolutionary sornyniftdee mu,st grasp the fundarnental:
it must put the living study and application of Mao
Tsetung Thought above all work and place Mao Tsetung
Thought in corrmand of everything." This is a
summing up of the basic experience in doing work well
in every respect. More than two years o{ practice has
enabled us to acquire a profound understanding that
we will be able to win tremendous sliccesses in our
work by conscientiously studying and applying Mao
Tsetung Thought in a living way.
We have vigorously grasped the living study and
application of Mao Tsetung Thought in the Great Prole-

tarian Cultural Revolution. In the light of the commune's actual conditions, we have paid special attention to thoroughly studying the history of the struggle
between the two lines in the Party and reviewing the
history of the struggle between the two classes, two
roads and t-wo lines since liberati.on. All this greatly
enhanced our consciousness of the struggle between the
two lines The enlightened poor and lower-middie
peasants said: "fn the past, we were not clear why our
pace on the socialist road was sometimes quick and
sometimes slow. Now we understand that tirere is
struggle between the two lines. Whenever Chairiaan
MaE 30,
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Mao's revolutionar5r line is carried out, we poor and
lower-middle peasants are clear-sighted and get a correct orientation; vrhenever Liu Shao-chi's sinister line
reaches out, the landlorris, rich peasants, c,ounterrevolutionaries, bad elements and rightists spring forth
and the poor and lower-middle peasants suffer."
Through study we arrived at a clearer understanding that uniler the dictatorship oI the proletariat, the
struggle between the two lines is the concentrated expression of class struggle. Without keeping the struggie
betlr,,een the tuio lines in mind, we cannot ma.ke out the
nei,v situation an-d the new characteristics of class
struggle and cannot discern the class enemies who wave
red flags to oppose the red flag. Alert in the struggle
between the tw'o trines, rve can see very clearly who
in the commune or brigade follows Chairman Mao and
the socialist road and who most zealously peddles Liu
Shao-chils capitalist trash.. One person in the Huangcha
brigade haC been a cadre twice, and when he rffas on
his post he energetically pushed Liu Shao-chi's rnuck
In the early stage of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, he used doubledealing tactics to deceive
the masses and took over brigade porver. Through the
study of tJre history of the struggle between the two
lines, the lnasses ,sarv his true features and threw him
out trn the Party branch of Shanghsiaokou brigade,
another comrade for a long time dared to fight the class
enemies and the spontaneous tendency towards capitalism. Some people could not see cleady on this and said
that he was "iiery," and "not easy to deal with." Through
the movement, the commune members came to see that
he is a good cadre rvho holds fast to the socialist road?hey unanimousiy elected hirn fuq36 of the brigade's

group. The poor and lower-middle peacents
put it u'ell: sshether u-e cberish a person or not depends
on rr-hidr iine he upholds Ee who is loyal to Chairman
Mao is one of us.
We integrated the activities of fighting self and
criticizing revisionism with the study of the history
of the struggle between the tr,vo lines. Using Mao
Tsetung Thought as their weapon, the poor and lowermiddte peasants have conscientiously criticized their
selfish ideas and upheld the concept of the public interest, and prornoted the revolutionization of their
thinking. Through these activities they strengthened
their consciousness in implementing Chairman Mao's
revolutionary line and their determination in taking the
socialist road. In the past, some people could not see
through the rubbish advocated by Liu Shao-chi, such
as "material incentir,,es" and "putting work-points in
command," and thus were influenced by the sponta:
neou.s tendency towards capitalisrn. In their study, they
indignantly exposed the mani.festations of "materia-l incentives" and their bad effects. Many heart-siirring facts
helped the commune members to see Liu Shao-cirils
"material incentives" as sugar-coated poison which
tastes sweet but kills. They said: The mere mention of
the scoundrel Liu Shao-chi fiils us with intense hatred.
Iead!.ng

When the people's thinking changes, the earth is
changed. The enorxnous enthusiasm for socialism anC
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soaring energy which burst forth in the Great Proletarian Cultural Re*'olution have become the powerful
motive force for the swift development of production.
Our llsiatsun Commune has many hills and not enough
water. The soil is poor and mueh land on the slopes

produced practically nothing nine years out of ten.
After reientlessly repudiating Liu Shao-chi's theory
that "the masses are backward" in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the poor and lower-middie
peasants have greatly stimulated their revolutionary
spirit in taking the Tachai road, that is, to rely on their
own efforts and to build socialism by hard work.

In the spring of 1968, the poor and lower-middle
of the Kanti brigade, studying and applying

peasants

Chairman Mao's "three constantly read articles" (Seroe
the Peopfle, In Metnorg of Norman Bethune, The Foolish
Old Man Who Remoued the Mountains) in q living way,
raised the heroic slogan: i'Display the Foolish Old

Man's spirit and transform the poor hilly regions."
They opened irrigation ditches in the hills relying on
their own efforts. After a 86-day round-the-clock
battle, they built a canal which wound around 18 hilltops and channelled a stream 5 kilometfes away on to
the slopes to irrigate more than 300 mu of farm land.
Inspired by the Kanti brigade's action, the whole commune iaunched a drive to transform nature. In the last
yea.r. without asking for any funds or a single jin of
grain from the state, the whole commune built 868 mu
of Tachai-type farm land and opened up 4?l mu of
land, built 13 irrigation channels and constructed or
finished the construction of 20 reservoirs, which increased storage capacity by 950,000 cubic metres. AII
this helped change the situation caused by drought
which used to hit them nine years out of ten.
The commune members said happily: ,'Armed with

An

Ag ro-Scientif

Founded

Mao Tsetung Thought, the people's communes are
thriving more than ever." The collective economy of
the people's commune has never been so consolidated

as

it is today.
In

accordance

with Chairman Mao's directive "It

is

to sum up

experience conscientiously," we
recently mobilized the masses to praise the great victory of Mao Tsetung Thought, the great victory of
Chairman Mao's revolutionary line and the great victoly of the Great Froletarian Cultural Revolution from
necessary

out of their ou,n experience. Through this, we see
more and more clearly that every victory in our Hsiatsun Commune is a victory for Chairman Mao's revolutionary line, that this line is the lifeiine of us poor and
lower-middle peasants and the beacon light for socialism. The more we talk about these, the greater
is our love for Chairman Mao.

In his political report, Vice-Chairman Lin

says:

'oThe study and spread of the basic experience of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the study and
spread of the history of the struggle between the two
Iines and the study and spread of Chairman Mao's
theory of continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat must be conducted not just once
but should be repeated every year, every month, every
day." We are determined to act according to ViceChairman Lin's instruction, to repeat the study and
spread of the history of the struggle between the two
lines and of Chairman Mao's theory of continuing the
revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat in
a deep-going way. We will always be loyal to Chairman
Mao, to Mao Tsetung Thought, to Chairman Mao's
revolutionary line, and turn the Hsiatsun Commune
into a great, red school of Mao Tsetung Thought.

ic Experimentcl Ststion

bv Poor ond Lower-Middle
Feoso nts

by the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the poor and lower-middle peasants of the
Tungan Production Brigade of the Tungan People's
Commune in Shangtsai County, Honan Province, set
up its own agro-scientific experimental station in February 1967.
The station, named "Tungfanghung," has 24 members, all poor and lower-middle peasants. Five are experienced farmers, the rest are young people without
much schooling. In the past two years, following our
T NSPIRED
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great leader Chairman Mao's teaching: "Class struggle,
the struggle for production and scientific experiment
are the three great revolutionary movements for building a mighty socialist countty," they have disseminated
advanced farming techniqu-es and directed production
on the brigade's fields, thus contributlng to the develop-

ment of agricultural production.
The Ttrngan brigade has fertile soil but not enough
land for a large population. The poor and lowerPeking Reoietn, No.
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middle peasants are very keen to increase output to aid
socialist constmction.

lution, they seized back the leadership in science and
technique and promptlS- set up their own agro-scientific

Guided by Chairman Mao's revolutionary line, in
1958, poor and lower-middle peasants there organized a
number of agro-scientific experimental groups, a network of technical service and a "red and expert" school.
They set their sights on getting higher yields.

experimental station.

However, influenced by the renegade, hidden
traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi's revisionist line, certain
people were only interested in "big" and "modern"
projects and slashed back these new-born things. They
said: "Scientific experiment calls for profound learning;
only specialists can go in for it."
One year it was decided that the Tungan brigade
would concentrate on growing cotton. Some technicians came, claiming to be authorities. They completely

ignored the opinions of the masses.
When the brigade's 12th team began sou,ing, these
"authorities" arbitrarily told the peasants to plant the
seeds four to five cun deep, to cover them up and then
tread down the soil to make the surface flat and firm.
Because of this, many seeds did not sprout and the
fields were sparsely covered. OnIy 14 jin per mll were
harvested.

In the middle stage of growth of the cotton, a socalled technical authority came to team 11 and arbitra-

rily

ordered the peasants to trim off the twigs and
with the result that the cotton yield was very

leaves,
low.

In contrast to this, the 2nd team dispensed with
all foreign dogmas and managed the fields in a downto-earth way. Its output was much higher than the
other t'*,o..

In his article Our Economic Poliq, our great
leader Chairman Mao pointed out as far back as 1934
that "it is urgently neeiessaty to set up small experimental farmg agricultural research schools and exhibitions
of farm produee in various places to stimulate the
development of agriculture."
In accordance with Chairman M[ao's instruction, the
Tungan brigade's poor and lower-middle peasants decided to take their own road. At the end of 1965 they
sent people out to study the exp,erience of other places.

In the spring of

1966 they invited three experienced
farmers from traditional cotton-growing areas to instruct them. Studying and applying Chairman Mao's
works in a living way, they modestly learnt from outside experience and cultivated scientifically. The result
was that they reaped a rich harvest from the brigade's
1,000 mat of cotton fields in a year of severe drought.

This profound lesson and sharp contrast drew the
serious attention of the poor and lower-middle peasants. They realized that they must grasp the power
of ieadership in science and technique in their hands
and that agro-technicians must take the road of integrating with the poor and lower-middle peasants. Accordingly, during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revo-
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Holding aloft the great red banner of Mao Tsetung
Thought, the comrades at the station studied and applied the "three constantly read articles" by Chairman
Mao in a living way. With Tachai brigade as their model
and through self-reliance and hard rvork, they shifted
over 1,800 cubic metres of earth to fill up hcllows and
levelled 32 rnu of land for experimental use.

As soon as the station was set up, it faced the
crucial question of which road to take. From the first,
the comrades did not rely on the bourgeois experts or
copy foreign stereotypes, but turned to Chairman Mao's
works. Chairman Mao teaches: "Don't be overawed by
authorities and big names or by men of great learning.
One must dare to think, dare to speak and dare to act."
This gave them boundless strength. They said: ' "We
should persevere in putting Mao Tsetung Thought in
comrnand of everything, dare to blaze new trails, study
and make investigations and research carefully and
thoroughly, and proceed from reality in all cases."
This is what they did:

1. They sttrdied Chairman Mao's works so as to
be boundlessiy loyal to Chairman Mao. The first thing
eaeh comrade received on arrival at the station was a
copy of @u.otations Fram Chairman Mao Tsetung. Iheit
first lesson was one of class education. Along with the
poor and lower-middle pehsants, they recalled the sufferings of the past and spoke of today's happiness, re'
pudiated the renegade, hidden traitor and scab Liu
Shao-chi and rvaged struggles against tle euemy- As
a result- theil class consciousness and c,onscioumess of
the struggle betrreen the tst-o lines q"ere rapidly raised
anC they rsere determined to do scientific researrch work
for the cause of the revolution.
2. They ran the station on the principle of selfreliance and frugality. In the two years since the station was set up, they have not spent any money on instruments or other equipment. They have consistently
used locally made equipment

in place of

modern

equipment to solve their problems. Having no instru-

ment for artificial pollination of maize, they used a
giass bottle they devised themselves. Having no soil
moisture-content testing equipment, they weighed o.rt
on a steelyard a certain volume of soii, dried it in a
heated pan and then weighed it again to determind the
moisture content. They always followed. the principle
of doing things without spending money, or spendii-rg
the minimum amount for doing big jobs.
3. They experimented with outside experience for
local application, summed up local experience and
raised it to a new level, and solved concrete problems
through concrete research. For instance, when a good
strain of Peking sweet potatoes was brought in, all the
production teams eagerly asked for it and planted it in
spring. But the yield was no higher than local strains.
The experimental station, however, carried out experi25
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ments by planting it both in spring and in the fieids
s-here wheat had just been reaped. The experiments
sholved that in the latter case, the yiekl was higher and
the s-weet pctatoes tasted better. Therefore this strain
tr-as r.vorth popularizing in the locaiity.

4- They persisted in integrating theory with practice and in Iearning through doing. In 1967, in the
prime of the cotton's growth, B5 mu belonging to the
2nd team turned yellow and bolls began dropping off
on 20-odd tnu, The team members were very anxious.
An agro-technician from above took one look and said:
"The cotton is wilting. A fungus is spreading in both
the soil and the piants. The cotton plants can't be
saved." He supported his assertion by quoting books.
When comrades of the experimental station learnt this,
they made repeated investigations on the spot and
rnade comparisons with the station's cotton plants. They
conciuded that this was not cotton wilt, but the result
of inadequate fertilizers. After additional fertilizers
rvere applied, the cotton plants rapidly turned green
again. The per-nau yield averaged g3 jira. The poor
and lorver-middle peasants said with admiration: "The
conirades in our staticn are like competent doctors, who
can diagnose accurately and give the right prescription."
\lihether the staticn should be run behind closed
doors rvith high-yield experimental plots as the aim, or
$-hether the station should pay attention to the brigade's

fieiis and rsork wholeheartedly to serye agriculturai
production in the locality is.the sharp contrast between
the two different lines in scientific research. When the
experimental station had achieved some preliminary
success, some bourgeois technicians came up with the
suggestion: "Your station should concentrate its efforts
on creating a few high*yie1d model plots, and when
)'ou report these to the higher levels you'll be fambus
right away." The poor and lower-middle peasants said,
"We're not seeking fame in setting up the station. What
we want is to guide produetion in the fields. There,s no
point in creating a few high-yield model plots if production on extensive plots of farmland remains low.,,
In keeping with this teaching of Chairman Mao,s
"Make a break-through at some single point, gain experience and use this experience for guiding other
units," they always adhered to the principle of integrating experimentation with the popularization of new
cultivation methods. They took up major fi.eld production problems, collected the ideas of the masses, did
research and experiments at the station and promptly
introduced successful methods in field production. They
coach in different teams and give concrete guidance in
the fields to teach technical methods.

'

In grain production, the Tungan brigade -ffas confronted r,vith the long-standing problem of a iarge acreage being planted to sweet potatoes in the fields vrhere
rvheat had been harvested; the late sweet potato harvest affected the next wheat sowing and the slveet potatoes could not be easily preserved. To solve this
problerg a fetv years ago some of the brigade's teams
switehed over to growing maize on scattered strips of
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the fields where wheat had been harvested, but
the results were poor because correct techniques
had not been mastered. Comrades in the experi-

rnental station went among the masses to investigate
and study the problem. They discovered that the rnain
reasons for the unsatisfactory results were poor pollination, lack of insect control, and improper crop management in the later stage of growth. They got a firm
grasp on the three problems and carried out experiments at the station. Methods were successfully worked
out to make doubie-cross maize hybrids yield 577 iin
pevmnl, and maize, planted in the fields where vr'heat
had been harvested, yield 475 iin per rnu. This
knocked the bottom out of tlie erroneous idea that
maize was not a suitable crop for the locality.

In managing the cotton fields the main problem
which affected a rise in cotton production was that they
failed to master the laws governing the breeding and
activities of cotton pests and the methods for preventing and controlling them. Comrades in the experimental
station set to work on small plots in order to provide
an example. They persisted in taking the prevention

of pests as the primary mea.sure and wiping out pests
as supplementary. They invited team members to inspect each stage of their work. By demonstrating real
objects, they gave concrete expianations of the growth
cycle of each type of cotton pest, what harm the pests
did and the methods for preventing and controlling
them. The ma.sses readily understood and mastered
the techniques and applied them skilfully.
Tempered in the Great Proletarian Cultura1 Revolution, the poor and lower-middle peasants of the
Tungan brigade have resolutely piaced invincible Mao
Tsetung Thought in command of everything and fiercely
repudiated the towering crimes of the renegade, hidden
traitor and scab Liu Shao-chi in restoring capitalism
in the countryside. They have greatly heightened their
consciousness of the struggle between the two lines

and their revolutionary enthusiasm increased unpiecedentedly. At the same time, by practising scientific
farming, they brought about an average grain output
of 595 ji.n per nnl in 1968, a 29.3 per cent increase over
1965, and cotton output of" 95 jtn per nuu. Even more
outstanding was the experimental station's average cotton yield of 156 iin per m,u, and grain yield of 838 jir
per rnu. With the rise in production, the brigade's contribution to the state was bigger and it overfulfilled the
1968 state purchasing quotas of grain and cotton.
The poor and 1o$,er-middle peasants and revolutionary cadres gained the profound understanding that
running an experimental station is very important for
guiding production and carrying out mass scientific
research. They love lheir exper'imcntal station from
the bottom of their hearts.
Ttre experience of these poor and lower-middle
peasants in running an agro-scientific experimental
station is being popularized all over the county.
(Ercerpts from an article
i,n "Hongqi," No. 3-4, 7969)
Peking Reoieto, No.
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Syrion Militory Delegotion
Leoves Peking for Home
Premier Chou En-Iai on the afternoon of May 20 received Major General Moustapha Tlass, Chief of the

General Staff

of the Army

and

Armed Forces and First Deputy
Minister of Defence of the Syrian
Arab Republic, and ali the members
of the Syrian military delegation 1ed
by him. The Premier had a friendly
taik w-ith them.
Among those present were Hua.ng
Yung-sheng and Chiu Hui-tso, Chief
of the General Staff and Deputy
Chief of the General Staff of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army.

After concluding its friendly visit
China,, the Syrian military delegation left Peking by plane on the
morning of May 2t for home via

to

Shanghai.

Chief of the General Staff of the
P.L.A. Huang Yung-sheng, Deputy
Chief of the General Staff Chiu Huitso, Vice-Minister of National Defence Hsiao Ching-kuang, and over
1,000 commanders and fighters of
the three services of the P.L.A., and
miiitiamen and Red Guards in the
capital gave the Spian frieads a
warm send-off at the airport.

Reoctionory Singopore
Authorities' Anti-Chins
Moves Will Come to No
Good End
To suit the needs of their internal
and external policies, the reactionary

Singapore authorities have always
been exerting their efforts to discrim-

inate against the Singapore branch of
the Bank of China, impose restric-

tions on

it,

crudely interfere

in

its

aetivities, and try thejr utmost to undermine its reputation and business.
They have recentiy gone out of their
way to carry out poiitical p,ersecution
against it.

Using the absurd pretext that its
assets rvere not up to the

liquid

"prescribed minimum ratio," on
April 30 the Singapore authorities
sent men to intimidate its responsiMay 3A,

1959

ble member and inform him that
they would forcibly post men at the
bank. This unwarranted action on
the part of the Singapore authorities
was justifiably refuted then and
there by personnel of the Singapore
branch of the Bank of China. On
lVlay 2, these authorities again sent
men to the banl<, unreasonably demanding to check the bank's books
and accounts and declaring that they
would post men at the bank. The
bank's personnel sternl5r rejected
these preposterous demands. Going
a step further, these authorities sent
court pel'scnnel to the bank, threatening to take so-calied "judicial
measures" against it. The Banl< of
China's Singapore branch has issued
a statement protesting against this
serious political persecution.
The Singapore authorities' slan*
derous allegation that the Iiquid assets of the Singapore brancir of the
Bank of China w-ere not enough was
aimed at further damaging its reputation and disrupting its normal
business. As early as last July 31,
these authorities had illegally ordered
the freezing of the bank's deposits
ia various locai banks in SingaporeFollowing this they brazenly s'orked
hand in glove with the British Chartered Bank in robbing the Singapore
branih of the Bank of China of
7,030,000 Singapore dollars which it
had deposited in this British bank.
This act of piracy met with due and
resolute opposition from the Singapore branch of the Bank of China.
Last September, the Chartered Bank
was compelled to admit that its holding up the deposits was invalid and
paid back 1,500,000 Singapore dollars
of the held-up deposits. The Singapore authorities not orrly paid no
attention to the stern protests of the
Bank of China's Singapore branch,
but repeatedly intimidated its responsible member and went so far as to
serve a "finaf ivarning."
In addition to ail this, the Singapore authorities had for a long time
unreasonably refused entry to the
manager and other staff members of
the branch office appointed by the

head office of the Bank of China.
Usi.ng various pretexts, they even
refused entr5r to personnel sent to
Siagalrcre for temporary inspection
of the bankI-ately, the Singapore authorities
recklessly spread rumours to slander
the Bank of China and- damage its
prestige. On }Ia1' 7,8,14,15 and 16,
they put on the farce of bringing the
Singapore branch of the Bank of
China to "trial" in court. On NIay
15, the Singapore court unreascirab).;r
imposed a "fine" on it of 128,000
Singapore dollars.

Foliowing this, the

reactionar';r

Singapore authorities on *iay 18
issued a "statement" in the na:ne of
their "finance ministry'," r.icicusli,
vilifying China and threatening that
they rvere considering ryhethel or rict
to allow the Singapore branch of the
Bank of China to continue its business. The "statement" also said that
the Singapore authorities might ciose
down the bank by revoking its license on the false charge that it had
provoked ciisturbances rvith regald

to public orCer. llae "staiemen-t"
ajso declared +hat the Singapcre

Clearing llou-*e siouH. Do longer accept cheques from the Bank of Ch:na
as from }''ay 2.12- ltis is another act
of grave political persecutioa by the
reactionary Singapore authorities
against the Singapore branch of the
Bank of China.
These unscrupulous anti-China
acts by the Singapore authorities
have aroused the righteous indignation of the broad masses of the people on that island. One after another
they have called at the Singapore
branch of the Bank of China to express their sympathy and support,
expose and denounce the anti-China
crimes of the reactionary Singapore
authorities and highly praise the staff
members of the branch office for
their militant spirit of upholding

justice and defying brute foree.
The masses in Singapore attaehed
their signatures to a protest against
the local authorities' political per-

secutioir of the bank. For days running, many people ignored the pho(Continaed, on p. 29.)
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ories
and f irmly t o ok the l ea d ership in scientific
research work into
"'
their own hands'

f a ct

by leaping to a completely new level.
Antibiotic
It has forcefully smashed the monopsoaring spirits, the workers
an antibiotic oly and blockade over important ofWith
the
Shanghai General Machine
OINGDAMYCIN
Y wrth unrque eltlc€cy - has been antibiotics by the capitalist world Repair plant accepted the assignment
successfully trial produced in china headed by u.S. imperialism.
of trial melting high-purity iron. A
amid the nationwide celebration of
.,three_in_one,, combination group
the Party's Ninth National Con-

New

sress.

successfut rriot Production
Of Speciol Low-Corbon
It is the result of joint efforts,
made under the illumination of inHigh-Purity lrOn by
vincible Mao Tsetung Thought, by
EleCtriC ArC FurnOCeS
36 different units, including the
Microbiology Laboratory of the East CHINA has succeeded for the first
China Institute of Sub-Tropical u time in trial melting special
Plants under the Chinese Academy of low-carbon high-purity iron in elecSciences, the Shanghai No. 4 Phar- tric arc furnaces. This is a new conmaceutical Factory and the General tribution to the development of the
Hospital under the Foochow Military metallurgieal industry by revolutionArea command. The antibiotic is ary workers of the Shanghai General
Machine Repair Plant who, relying
norv in production.

" i;#;xttilH;l:"Jry#Tlfl:l

rhe birth of qingdam.vcin means
nerv product made by the Ch.inese s'ith outside research departments
u'orking class' P'L'A' medical pe-r- and user-units to produce this type of
sonnel and revolutionary scientific high_purity iron. Many fraternal
and technical personnel as a result ,ri"r. also co_ordinatea il"i" ;if#
of implementing Chairman Mao's
great strategic principle of ..being High-purity iron is an excellent
prepated against war, being prepared electrical engineering material. By
against natural disasters, and doing reducing some of its elements, espeeverything for the people.,, The drug cially carbon, its electromagnetic
is highly effective in curing bacterial property rises markedly. Its sucinfections such as inflammation of cessful triat production has provided
the respiratory system, infection of important conditions for the developthe urinary system, meningitis and ment of China's electronics and telesepticemia and other infeciious di- communications industries. This iron
se.ises, some of which are caused by is resistant to hydrogen and nitrogen
bacteria resistan.t to commonly ,."d corosion, and under certain condiantibiotics. It is particularly effec- tions' can replace l:id t":]*'T
nickelchrome stainless steel. Its trial
tive against bacillus pyo"y*rrl.r..

#;;";;.,:,

,

olutionary cadres taking part was
formed in the plant. With hearts
boundlessly loyal to Chairman Mao,
they were determined to scale the
peaks of science and technology. In
the process of trial production, the
workers displayed the revolutionary
spirit of continuous fighting and conquered one difficulty pfter another
before finally succeeding in trial producing this speciai low-carbon highpurit, iron which is up to advanced
worrd levels.

Lorge Steel Products
revolutionary workers of the
TlE
r Paotow Iron and Steel Company's rail-beam mill in only three
months' time have successfully produced four types of large steel prod-

ucts urgently needed in China's socialist construction. One of these is
the low-alloy, high-strength, lightweight and thin-wall large double T
steel, which is of advanced leve1s.
This large, modern rolling mill was
only completed and put into operation at the end of 1968.

It usually
*
*:

takes a newly built large

l;;::ffi*"1";:ri** ;:li:i#l'"ili."il:i'Hr,Til'H,1
ary rolled st'eel to this tvpe of double

compared r,,,ith
il""Hlff
similar type produced abroad, qing- i..tiur", equipment
damycin has many outstanding fea-----^ *industry. ""j;"".*r";';;;
tures and greater efficacv in terms "r*^i"rt --""-''
of experimental data, technological Before the great cultural revolupr,cess in producticn and e*ie.i- ticn, the melting of special lowmental ciinical results. Sma[ joses carbon high-purity iron was always
give highly effective results rn,ith considered a technically "forbidden
negligible side-effects. It is cheap to zone" by the handful of capitalist
produce and the process of p*oiuc_ roaders and bourgeois reactionary
technical "authorities" in the metaliion ls relatively simpte.
lulgical departments. During this
The production of qingdamycin has great revolution, the proletarian revfilied a gap in China's antibiotics olutionaries, hoiding high the great
industry, signifying that it has made red banner of Mao Tsetung Thought,
rapid advances and enormously rais- relentlessly criticized the countered the quality of its products, there- revolutionary revisionist bunk of the
28
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T steel. workers in the rail-beam
mill at the Paotoq' company, however, took a iittle over two months
to do the job. This is a victory for.
the Great Pro]etarian Cultural Revolution, a victory for chairman Mao's
great principle to "grasp revolution
and promote production." From the
first day of production, the mill has
firmly grasped the class struggle and
the struggle between the two lines
and consistently put revolution in
command of production. It has unfolded revolutionary mass criticism
and carried out the work of purifyPeking Reuieut, No.

22
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ing the class ranks in a deep-going
way. Atl this has enabled the revolution here to forge ahead and
bring production achievements in its
wake.

Large quantities of steel products
from this mill are now being supplied
to all parts of the country,

Portable Film Projector

rftHE Chinese working class has
I s,r""o"d"d during the great cultural revolution in producing a light,
compact, simple and economical portable 8.75-mm. film projector, This
new type of projector is convenient
for use in villages and mountainous
areas to serve the workers, peasants

and soldiers.

It was designed and made by revolutionary workers, revolutionary

P.L.A. fighters think this new-type portable 8.?5-mm. film pro-

jector is excellent.

technicians and revolutionary cadres

in the film

equipment industry in
also be used as a radio and an
the spirit of Chairman Mao's teach- can
amplifier. The projector is no bigger
ing that "all our literature and art
than a 4-tube alternating current
are for the masses of the people, and
radio and weighs around 15 kiloin the first place for the workers, grammes,
all attachments included.
peasants and soldiers.', Workers in
Sma1l
as
it
is, it projects clear and
filrn equipment factories and related

in 19 provinces, municipal- steady images on the screen and gives
ities and autonomous regions all clear and resonrnt sound. It can
over the corntr5r took part in the cater to aD audienct of 500. Durable
trial manuJacture. Its sucf,Ess has and ecunomical, all parts are made in
opened the way for making still China, and are easy to maintain and
lighter and more compact film pro- repair. Production costs of film

factories

in this type of projector is low.
Workers in film eguipment plants
cinema.
in Peking, Shanghai, Kwangtung
This type of projector generally has and other places have taken this
a portable magic lantern and other type of projector to show films in

jectors, which is of great significance
in popularizing China's proletarian

used

attached equipments. Apart from
showing films and lantern slides, it

remote mountainous regions, villages,
pasturelands and sea islands where

(Continued Jrom p. 27.)

island have expressed strong discontent with the Singapore authorities
for their reckless action and their
unwarranted persecution of the bank.

ney propaganda of the Singapore
authorities and went to the bank
with great enthusiasm to deposit
their money. Over 3,000 new acThe Chinese departments concerncounts have been opened at the bank ed are now closely following the
in the last ferv days.
event. They sternly point out that
A number of personages in indus- the reactionary Singapore authortrial and commercial circles on the ities are intensifying their perMaE 30,

1969

communications are

difficult.

They

were warmly received by the audiences. The poor and lower-middle
said: 'oWe can easily afford
and run this type of small film projector which Chairman Mao taught
the workers to make for us. It is
very good." After seeing filrns shc';r-n
peasants

by this tfpe of projecior- P-L.A.

fight€rs guaraing the motherland's
froutiers and 66s5[5 praised it as a
sharp rneapon for spreading inr-incible Mao Tsetung Thought. \\]ren
the broad masses of workers, peasants and soldiers saw on the screen
the brilliant image of the great leader Chairman Mao who is in their
thoughts day and night, they rvere
moved to tears and burst into cheers
of "Long live Chairman I\,1[ao!"

secution of the Singapore blanch of
the Bank of China in order to curry
favour with U.S. imperialism ar-rd
Soviet revisionism and act as their
pawn in opposing China. The Singapore authorities rnust immediately
stop these acts of persecution. Otherwise, they will be held fully responsible for all the consequences arising
therefrom.
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has temporarily eased after the West

German declaratiwg there are signs
indicating that the crisis is becou:ing
more aggravated tharl ever.

Our great leader Chairinan Mao
market to

CAPITALIST WORLD

New Fiaoncio.l Crisis Storm
The new finaneial erisis storm
in late April has
pound,
hit the British
French franc
and currencies qf some other lVest
European eountries hard. Sweeping
rn'hich broke out

buy West German mark

in the two weeks ending MaY 9
totaltred 4,0C0 million dollars. This
fai exceeded the scale of last November's storm. On May 8 and 9, the
most hectic days, foreign currencies
pouring into the Erankfurt rnarket
reached 2,500 million dollars.

the finaneial eentres of Western
Exchange rates for the pound and
Europe, it has onee again pu,t the franc in relation to the rnark also
capitalist worid"s tottering finaneial- dropped sharply in ether West
monetary system in jeopardy.
European foreign exchange markets.
Time and again the eentral banks of
This is the fourth such stormy Britain and F'rance had to dig into

eruption ii-r the capitalist world in

18
limited reselve of foreign curmcnths. The first took place in their
rencies to bolster ihe pound and tl-re
No'',ember 196? and it forced the
franc ln order to ave::t a crasl:,
devalua.iion of the Brliish pound.
Ti're second took place in lvlarch 1968
The contradictions amo;tg the

and brought about a factual cievalua-

tion of the I-I.S. dollar. The third
broke out il November 1968 and the
French franc sulfered a telling blowThe main feature of the current
convulsion is the hecrtic buying of

the West German mark, which enjoys relative stability among Western
eurreneies. The resignation of de
Gaulle as President of Flance at the

end of April and West Gerrnan

Finance Minister Strauss' ambiguous

remarks on the revaluation of the
mark were the immediate cause. In
the final analysis, holever, the
frequent breaking out of the financial
crisis is the inevitable result of the
daily aggravation of the politicoeconomic crisis of the capitalist rvorld
as a whole.

In the latest financial storm,
rvhich developed rapidly, the rush
on the West German mark lvent on
with increased furore. The heavy

seiling not only hit the pound
and the frane, whi.ch vuere already
in a very weak position, but swiftly
involved the dollar and almost all
other West European currencies.
Aceording to official rffest Gernaan
figures, the flow of foreign eurl€neies

into the Frankfurt foreign
30

exehange

imperiaiist coir::ir;.e have intensified
further as a result of 'rhe latest crisis
storm which has hit them hard. The
French Government twice sent sharp
diptromatic representations to the
West Gerrnan Government, charging
that "rash" talk by Bonn officials on
the issue of revaluing the mark had
eaused the tratest stampede. Through
various channds, the United Sta-tes,
Britain aftd France also put pressure
on the West German authorities for
a mark revaiuation to calm down the
current turmoil, so that the crisisridden financial-monetary system of
the capitalist w-orld could prolong its
precarious existence. A11 these countries rvishfuliy thought that once the
mark w-as re.ralued the prices of West
German commodities on the international market would have to increase correspondingiy, and that the
competitive power of their own eommodities lvould also rise. West Gerrnany, however, rn ithstood this presslrre. After an emergency meeting
on May I, the Bonn cabinet reiterated
that West Germany had no intention
of changing the rate for the mark.
"This decision," it declared, "is final."
Although the rush on the rnark in
trTest European finaneial markets

has pointed out, "The epoeir rve ero
living in is an epoeh in which the
imperialist systern is heading for total
collapse, the irnperialists have fa.llen
inextricably into crisis. . . ." \Vith

the continued det,erioratiou of

the

financial and eeonornie situation in
the United States, Britain, Erance
and other major ca"pitalist couniries
and the intensification of the class
contradictions there, the capitalist
world faces a stiil moie orninor-ts
fr,rture in the financial field. A leaUy
hard time is ahead .for these countries.
MALAYA

White Terror Grips Kuolo
Lumpar
To save its tottering rule; the reactiouary Rahman eliquq lackey of U.S.
and British irnperialism in Malaya,
ereated large-seale bloodshed in
Kuaia Lumpur and other places in
Malaya in mid May. Using this as a
pretext, ttre clique carried out a massive, faseist rnassacre, arrest and
suppression of the people of various
nationalities in Malaya.
The first bloody incident broke out

in I(uala Lumpur on the evenirrg of
May 13. Similar ineidents occurred

shortly afterlvards in Malaeca and
Fenang. From the evening of May
13 to

May 18, at least over 300 people

were killed, many of u,hom lrrere
shot to death by reactionary troops
and police; innumerable numbers
were 'uvounded and over 3.000 arrest-

ed; many houses rvere burnt dovrn
by arsonists and over 10,000 people
made homeless. As in the past, the
Rahmair elique in slaughterlng, .ar'resfing and persecuting the people of

various nationalities in Malaya,
directed its spearhead mainly at
Malayan citizens of Chinese descent.

The Rahman puppet elique has
loy.ally served U.S. and British imPeking Reoiew,

Nu
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kinds of weapons, the thugs burnt
down Chinese houses, shops and
even more dosely with U.S. imperial- schools, intercepted and set fire to
isrn and Soviet revisionism ahd cars, and murdered Malayan citizerrs
intensified its anti-peop1e, anti-corn- of Chinese descent. Fires r.apd ia
munist and anti-China counter- many places in Kuala tumpur. Overrevolutionary polieies. This has night, hundreds of people were killed
perialism

in the

12 years

of its rule.

In receat years, it has collaborated

throw-n the people of

Malay,

in cold blood and

countless injured.

Chinese and Indian nationalities in

ft was reported that when these
thugs stormed into the Chinese

Malayan people ,of various nationalities on the one hand and imperialisrn

units which were armed with tear-gas
bombs and light weapons made no
attempt to stop their criminal action.
By May 18, such atrocities had continued for five days in Kuala Lurnpur
and were rapidly spreading to other

Malaya into a real plight. The
class con8adictions between the quarter, reactionary Malayan

i
i
I
I
,ffi

{

and its lackey, the Rahman clique,
on the other have become unprecedentedly acute. Led by the Com-

munist Party of Malaya, armed
struggle and other forms of people's

places.

police

Lumpur to intensify the suppression
of the people.
The people of various nationalities
11 Malaya, hoEever, are not cowed by
fascist terror- They are ',r,aging a

and dauntless struggle
against the Bahman clique. Even
Rahman's own 'loffieial residence"
was attacked by the masses after his
blood-thirsty television speech on
May 16.
courageous

SOVIEI REVISIONISM

lntensified Collqborotion With
\#est Germqn Militorism

struggle have 'derreloped steadil;r. In
The Soviet revisionist renegade
creating the bloody incidents,
this situation, contradictions have theAfter
Rahman clique immediately car- clique has greatly intensified its
deepened within the ruling clique of
ried out ruthless fascist suppression collaboration with the West German
Malaya and the dominant position of of
the people in Malaya. On the ex- militarist forces recently. This is an
the Rahman clique is becoming ever cuse that "disloyral elernenk are in"rportant part of its effort to step
more shaky. To hoodwink the people, trying to overthrow the government,,' up counter-revolutionary collusion
it staged a third "general election" it proclaimed fascist "emergency ri,ith U.S. imperialism and the reacfarce on I\Iay 10, but this fraud was laws" thr,ougirout the country on the tionaries of all countries since it comexposed and bo1'cotted b_v the people evening of May 14. Under these mitted armed provocations against
of various nationalities in l{ala;-a.
lar,r-s. the reactionary government can China's territory last March ancl 11.as
a heavy blo*'.
On the eve of the "general elec- search. arest. deport or elen put to dealt
peopls
s1 rsill On the follct,-tion," over 10,(Xl0 Mala5ran people death
It rras reported that even lrhile
ing evening, trt;ahman. orr the pr€iex'i
staged a mqynrrroth demonstration
ihe Soriet relisionist, renegade dique
in Kuala Lumpur strongly protesting of "communist subv-ersion," proclaim- gornrnitted slccessive afmed prorGed a "state of emerge*gr" throughout
cations against Chinese territcry
the Rahman clique's fascist atrocity
the c.ountry, set up a "national operChenpao Island, Soviet Ambassador
in shooting the young worker Lim ation council"
headed by Deputy to West Germany Tsarapkin on March
Sung Seng. The latter was killed by
Prime Minister Razak, and entrusted
11 "urgently" sought an audience
reactionary police gunfire when he
it
w-ith "supreme power." Rahman with West German Chancellor Kieputting
posters
was
up big
on May raved that he would adopt
"strong singer
and begged for "support" from
4 exposing the Rahman clique's measures" to crack down on the
peomilitarism. Ele rvanGerman
West
"general election" farce and calling ple of Malaya.
attacked
and slandered China,
tonly
on the Malayan people to cast arvay
what
was
described as o'unusing
illusions abou-t the "parliamentary
Having created the bloody inciroad." This sanguinary incident in- dents, the Rahman clique imposed .a usually strong language" in "accusafuriated people all ,over Malaya and round-the-clock curfew in Kuala tions" against China.
they immediately rose up to denounce Lumpur. It also sent large numbers
Meanwhile, in order to enli.st the
the Rahman clique. The people held of reactionary troops and poJ.ice as support of the reactionary Bonn
a demonstration in Kuala Lumpur well as many armoured cars and air- government, the Soviet revisionist
during which they carried Lim Sung craft to put down the people. The renegade clique openly allowed West
Seng's coffin and shouted angry Rahman regime ordered its troops to Germany to hold its illegal presislogg_ns dernanding payment of the "shoot orr sig'ht" anybody "violating"
.dential election in West Berlin in
blood debt and opposing sham the curfew. With thb reactionary exchange. In so doing, it has once
tro,ops ransacking the city and ar- again shamelessly betrayed the interdemocracy.
resting and opening fire on ordinary
and rights of the German
On the evening of May 13, the citizens at will, the city was plunged e6ts
Democratic Republic.
reactionary Rahman elique incited ints a reigrr of white terror. The
and instigated a mob to storm into Malayan troops stationed in Sarawak
Not long ago, the Soviet revisionist
quarter.
Armed rvith all have now been called back to Kuala renegade clique sent its Minister of
the Chinese
MaE 30, 1969
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large-diameter steel tubes. It rvas extending to West Germany the oil
reported that the investment in this pipe-Iine which connects the Soviet
project would amount to more than Union with a number of East Euro1,000 million marks, a major transac- pean countries. As revealed bY
tion between the two sides in recent DPA, the deal will soon be conyears. To "whet" the West German cluded. Thus, this PiPe-Iine, Iong
monopoly capital groups' appetite for boasted of by the Soviet revisionists
"co-operation" rvith the Soviet revi- as a s)'mbol of "sincere friendshiP"
Patolichev made proposal and *comradely mutual assistance,"
ing "fatigue and diplomatic considera- sionists,
tion" as soon as he received an after proposal rvhich even the West wilt be extended to West GermanY
German s'ide regarded as "really most
not long
"invitation" from Bonn. This fully astonishing." He proposed "to supply which r,vas reviled bY them
ago as the "hotbed of war in EuroPe,"
sho$,s the Soviet revisionist renegade
West Germany with oil and natural
clique's eagerness to collaborate with
"amicablli" linking this "hotbed of
gas on a long-term basis without any
forces.
their "socialist communithe West German militarist
political reservations," so as to double war" rvith
to s'hat dePths the
Through his "visit," Patolichev its oil imports from the Soviet Union ty." This shou's
clique has
concluded an agreement with West to eight million tons. Patolichev also Soviet revisionist renegade
German monopoly capital on the held "talks" with Bonn Economic sunk in its efforts to currY favour
joint construction of a plant for Minister Schiller on the question of with West German militarism'

Foreign Ttade Patolichev to West
-Germanv. begging for "improved"
relations with Bonn ruling circles and
closer economic "co-operation" with
VYest German monopoly capital. The
West German press disclosed that,
fike a "businessman," this Soviet minister hurlied to West Germany ignor-
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